Fojo operates in Sweden, where the head office is located, as well as in countries in
five regions around the world where we prefer to work with national or regional partners who have a long-term perspective and a clear ownership of media developments
in the region/country as well as a broad approach on how to make real and lasting
change. The map shows all countries and areas where we work and have worked.
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EDITOR’S NOTE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
As the title suggests, this booklet aims to provide critical reflection and useful tips and tools for Ethiopian
journalists and anyone who has an interest in media reform during times of change. I am a South African editor and
was commissioned to edit this booklet by Marika Griehsel, a seasoned Swedish journalist who spent most of her life
as an Africa correspondent who was hired as a project manager at Fojo Media Institute to work in Ethiopia since
September 2018.
Marika worked with Nubia Media to conduct seminars for journalists from all the regions in Ethiopia on topics
ranging from press freedom, self-regulation, media business models, media councils to gender representation in
the media. These seminars culminated in a very successful conference themed “Promoting Journalism and
Democracy in Practice– Media Reform in a Time of Change” which was held on 9-10 April in Addis Ababa at the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA).
The germination of the ideas for the content of this booklet and its authors was the result of a brainstorm held
at a hotel boardroom in Addis Ababa in early February 2019, fueled by copious amounts of Ethiopian coffee. The
participants in the shaping of the booklet were Nubia Media’s CEO Hadra Ahmed, Deputy CEO Nigussu Solomon,
gender specialist Selam Mussie, Marika Griehsel and me. The genesis of this booklet is thus a team effort of
journalists from three nationalities, Ethiopia, Sweden and South Africa. While most of the contributors to this
booklet are Ethiopian, there are also journalists and experts from other African countries like Zimbabwe, Kenya
and South Africa and a few authors from outside our continent who make this booklet a truly global enterprise with
its origins in Africa.
I would like to acknowledge a few institutions and individuals who helped make this booklet possible. Thanks to
Lars Tallert, Marika Griehsel and the dedicated team at Fojo, the Swedish media development institute based at
the non-profit public Linnaeus University. Thanks to Anette Dahlström and her team at the Swedish Embassy in Addis
Ababa, Hadra Ahmed, Nigussu Solomon and Selam Mussie from Nubia Media, Mickey Tewelde for his photography
which illuminated the words on these pages, Izzat Amanuel for his beautiful design of this booklet, Biniam Getaneh
for translating the English texts into Amharic and last but not least thanks again to all of the contributing journalists and writers who made this booklet possible.

Yours in freeing the flow of information
Heather Robertson
changeroutes@outlook.com
14 April 2019
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FOREWORD

Media reform is not about reforming the laws. It is about reforming the heart of the culture of journalism as well as
the relation between media, government, civil society and international stakeholders. It is about producing journalism that is based on truth-seeking professionalism. As the legendary Kenyan journalist Linus Kaikai said “Maybe the
biggest threat to good journalism is not government. Maybe the biggest threat to good journalism is bad journalism?”
Media reform is about governments’ respecting that journalism cannot always be perfect, engaging in a constructive dialogue encouraging systems and structures for media self-regulation, ethics and professionalism. And not
clamping down, shutting down and abusing its power to control. Freedom of expression is not about the right to
harass women journalists or to instigate ethnically based violence. It is about holding people in power to account,
ensuring that they serve the people, the poor, the needy and not their own interests. It is about the right to state
your opinion when you see something that is wrong, something that could be done better. It is about having the
right to report when you see outright abuse of power and corruption. This is also why the Swedish Press Ombudsman Ola Sigvardsson often says that the main reason why Sweden has such a liberal Freedom of Expression Act is
“because it is the best way to fight corruption”.
Media reform and freedom of expression is about respect. Respect for young, talented women journalists in
journalism colleges. Respect for the people that are being portrayed. And most of all respect for the responsibility
and duty that should be upheld by any journalist: to tell the truth, to stick to facts and not shy away when abuse
of power is revealed. Media reform and freedom of expression is not only about the right to talk. It is equally about
the duty to listen, particularly when you meet someone with a conflicting point of view. Mutual respect and the
ability to compromise and jointly find innovative solutions is at the very heart of freedom of expression and media
reform.
Media reform is not a national matter. It concerns everyone, more so than ever in the digital media landscape,
where a few international social media companies rule the arena of the democratic discourse. Where
international telecom companies are getting more and more involved as media owners, often whilst leaking
information to authoritarian governments. And where former democratic governments are joining non-democratic
forces, setting up surveillance systems and declaring the media as the “enemy of the people”. Journalism comes
with a great responsibility. But there is nothing more urgent and healthy for a democracy than quality journalism,
serving the interest of the public.
Fojo Media Institute is engaged in strengthening free, independent and professional journalism in Sweden and
globally. We are honored to assist our Ethiopian colleagues in their effort to improve the quality of journalism and
at the same time creating a conducive environment where media freedom is respected. It is our hope that the
relationships we have built over the last few years will endure and result in a long friendship, enlightened by a
common quest for media reform and quality journalism.
Lars Tallert is Head of Policy and International Development at Fojo Media Institute Sweden’s representative to
Unesco’s IPDC Intergovernmental Council.
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Media Freedom in Ethiopia –
a work in progress
Kebour Ghenna outlines the many potholes
on the road to press freedom in Ethiopia, but
hopes that the current liberalisation of
legislation is a sign that the country is
moving towards a more open society.
In Ethiopia there have been periods of short lived
media liberalisation in both the Derg where
journalists and editors worked as the mouth-piece of
the ruling workers party – and later during the
Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front
(EPRDF) government where abuses and acts of
violence against journalists were widespread. Now
twenty seven years later, things have changed again.
At a time when the global trend is toward less, not
greater, freedom of the press, it’s difficult to predict
how the new liberalisation of the media will evolve
with Abiy Ahmed at the helm of EPRDF II.
Like today, there was greater freedom of speech
within the media during the early years of the Derg
and the EPRDF governments. Newspapers reported
more openly the socio-economic processes taking
place in Ethiopia. The relaxation of information
censorship encouraged the media to be actively
engaged in civic and political activities. Gradually,
however, controls and restrictions were re-instituted.
Three methods of media control were used. One was
censorship control, mostly self censorship – in order to
ensure self preservation and avoid coercive pressure
from the government; the second consisted of physical coercion i.e. anti-terrorism laws, surveillance,
intimidation, imprisonment; and the third advanced
administrative coercion i.e. limiting advertising
revenues, restricting access to information,
maintaining high costs for printing etc. As a result, life
for journalists remained challenging to survive and
preserve a high level of professionalism and
independence.
Still, the private print media endeavored hard to
function as a “Fourth Estate”, the guardian of the
public interest and a watchdog on the activities of
government, at times revealing abuses of state authority and defending the democratic rights of citizens. As
much as possible, journalists refused to be the engine
of ideological production and the propaganda tools to
support the policies of the party and government.
From this viewpoint the Ethiopian private print media
did play its part in resisting control and restrictions
and in developing independent identities. In contrast,
the party and government newspapers confined their
coverage to a narrow range of topics that tended to
confirm the political establishment’s self-serving
narratives.

Compared with press professionals in other countries
such as Kenya or South Africa, the print media remained relatively weak and less influential. Professional solidarity was also very low among journalists.
There was little sympathy for the journalists themselves among business, civil society leaders or even
the public at large. Ethiopian press professionals were
trapped in an awkward predicament of insecurity,
little recognition and low pay.
Regarding the broadcasting sector, both radio and TV
broadcasting were completely controlled by the state.
In 1999 the radio broadcasting system was opened to
a select few private operators under strict operation
guidelines, followed by TV in 2014. In those years,
there were 65 radio broadcasters with an average of
16 hours a day in 30 FM channels and in 9 languages
including English. At present there are 18 private and
11 public TV broadcasters, which until recently avoided political issues, and generally presented views that
aligned with the official stance.
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Although some observers optimistically predict that
private TV broadcast will supplant the state media,
at least in the short term the state media will endure
since it’s relatively well resourced and has crucial
government backing. The prudent approach for putting
things right in this area would be for the government
to transform its radio and television services into a
public service broadcaster rather than an organ of
government.
In retrospect, with the advent of Abiy Ahmed as Prime
Minister, a previously mighty EPRDF is being relegated into history leaving a question that will hopefully
generate interesting debates: What role did the media
play in the collapse of the pre-Abiy Ahmed EPRDF?
Two main trends interacted with each other: One was
Facebook including the meteoric rise of social network
platforms and citizen journalism, which seems to have
forever changed the face of politics in Ethiopia, and

the world for that matter, with its enormous distribution power for political information, rapacious partisanship, and other kinds of (mis)information that could
propagate through blogs, videoblogs, digital transmission and YouTube.
The other was the TV broadcasts by the Diaspora,
which made information available to Ethiopians on
controversial issues to provoke public discussions. It
played a significant part as the key catalyst in the
whole process of the EPRDF collapse. These two
factors only accelerated the demise of the previous
EPRDF administration, but also, to a large extent, hastened the maturing of local media professionals.
How long is this period going to last?
Firstly, it’s important to realise that at the federal
level Ethiopia’s press law emphasised the independence of mass media. This was an enormous step for
the EPRDF government and was regarded as one of the
critical achievements of the constitution. It provided
for the registration of newspapers and forbade censorship or the establishment of any censorship agency.
The laws forbade the closing down of any media outlet
except by order of a court after due warning. All these
laws were gradually curtailed, now the expectation is
that the judiciary will play an essential role in the
protection of freedom of expression, freedom of press
and access to information, and the country will once
again meet international press freedom standards.
Secondly, the impact of economic realities will continue to severely hit the newly invigorated media. A
general problem faced by the newspapers and magazines will be their inability to operate only by their
own strength. To avoid shut down, many will have to
seek outside financial support or revise their business
models. One thing is certain the print press will be
gradually eclipsed by television, which is becoming far
more popular and attracts more investment.
Thirdly, there is always the possibility of the government enacting laws requiring internet users to scrub
critical content and hand over user data if the government demands it. This would be a choke-hold on
free speech in a country where there is no tradition of
independent press and where Facebook is a crucial
lifeline for bloggers. For those concerned with global
democratic communications, this is a rather pessimistic story.
Finally, as I have already mentioned, it’s difficult to
predict how long the new attempt to liberalise the
media will last, but the very fact press freedom has
been restored is a sign Ethiopia is moving towards a
more open society. In the end we all need to realize
that a better media is not only possible, but essential
for a healthy democracy. And this is worth fighting for.
Kebour Ghenna is a journalist who writes for
Capital Ethiopia Newspaper, established in 1998, an
Ethiopian weekly business newspaper which also
has a daily website.
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Befeqadu Hailu Techanie is an Ethiopian writer and blogger.
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Journalists under siege
Befekadu Hailu reflects on how the harassment of
journalists by both state actors and social media trolls
has weakened the ability of the media to speak truth
to power in Ethiopia.
In November 2018, when Ethiopia was witnessing
relative freedom of the press and when there were no
jailed journalists in relation to their work for the first
time since 2004 in the country, six journalists were
briefly kidnapped in Abobo Woreda, Gambella region.
Metasebiya Kassaye, a journalist from Addis Admass
weekly newspaper, was among those kidnapped journalists. She still bursts into tears when she tells the
story. “It was scary,” she simply explains.
The journalists were kidnapped by regional security officials who wore uniforms. The journalists were in the
field collecting stories of local residents, workers and
investors who had complaints against the local administration. They were kidnapped after they requested
the officials’ responses to the complaints. They were
intimidated, beaten, had their laptops and recorders
confiscated, and finally got all the information they
collected erased. After hours of kidnapping and intimidation, when they were released, they flew to Addis
Ababa leaving all their journalistic equipment behind.
None of the officials who ordered and participated in
this kidnapping have been held accountable. Furthermore, the complaints of the residents remained
unreported.
The level of harassment of journalists in Ethiopia is
not as weak as the power of media to speak truth.
The level of harassment is, in fact, a contributor to
the weakness of the media. Journalism in Ethiopia has
always been the riskiest job which pushes journalists
to join other sectors or be restricted in public relation
positions. As a result, according to Terje Skjerdal’s
2016 Ethiopian country report: “Ethiopian journalists
have short professional experience; on average, [their
experience is only for] 5.2 years”.
Since the declaration of the freedom of the press in
October 1992, Ethiopian journalists have been experiencing harassment from state actors and non-state
actors. Some journalists fled the country, some were
jailed, others were intimidated and the chilling effect
forced many others into self-censorship.
The types of harassment ranges from intimidation,
insults, online trolling, sexual abuse, death threats,
torture and prison terms. Eskinder Nega, a famous
journalist who edited, managed and contributed to
more than eight print media outlets that have been
critical of the government over the past three decades, experienced most of these harassment types.
Eskinder divides the types of harassment into two
separate periods: pre-2018 and post-2018 eras.

According to Eskinder, after the new leadership took
power promising to release all jailed journalists and to
open the civic space, “the threats have created a new
In the pre-2018 era, Eskinder experienced intimidation, death threats, detentions (about 9 times by
state actors. However, post-2018, Eskinder says, “the
threats are coming from non-state actors; on social
media, there are anonymous people threatening me to
death because of what I wrote critically against a
group of violent youngsters. It is difficult to either
outrightly dismiss and ignore them or to take them
seriously.”
I have personally also experienced this as a blogger.
Social media has given non-state actors a platform
to silence journalists and bloggers by running smear
campaigns, trolling and by posing personal threats of
possible physical violence.

Soleyana Shimeles, blogger and human rights activist.
Text
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Recently, in February 2019, a cameraman and reporter
of Mereja Tv, Habtamu Oda and Fasil Aregay, were detained by the police and then attacked by a mob after
being released in Lagatafo, on the outskirts of Addis
Ababa where they had gone to report the demolition
of ‘squatter houses’.

Women, more than men, often bear the brunt of hostility against journalists. Female journalists commonly
face patroni ing experiences which undermine their
intellect by their interviewees. Even worse, they face
torture like Reeyot Alemu who was a former newspaper columnist who was jailed for four years; similarly,
in addition to torture, Mahlet Fantahun and Edom
Kassyae, female defendants in the famous case of the
Zone 9 Bloggers, were forced to strip naked in front of
male interrogators in the infamous detention center,
Maekelawi (now closed) in April 2014.
Mahlet Fasil, senior reporter for Addis Standard, said,
“many male interviewees, including government
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the middle of interviews. Many of them request my
number promising to call me whenever they have
something new to tip me for investigation, and end up
stalking me. Some of them ask me to leave my job for
whether I need it or not. It is a common phenomenon
ee or dinner with them
instead of interviews.” She further adds, “there are
times when I get worried about what I dress before
going to interviews, just not to convey a wrong message.”
Tsedale Lemma, editor in chief of Addis Standard
whose print version was stopped due to political hostility in 2016, says things have changed on the side of
the government but trolling on social media is hijacking the safety of journalists. She said, “we drop investigating and reporting some stories at the expense of
suppressing the truth because, sometimes, we don’t
want to compromise the safety of our journalists.
Social media has a toxic approach of defining
narratives by making it difficult for journalists to go to
the place and report about an incident.”
Foreign journalists who are media correspondents in
Ethiopia also repeatedly experience brief detentions
after being singled out especially when they travel out
of the capital city for reporting.
In an extreme case of June 2011, two Swedish journalists, Martin Schibbye and Johan Persson, were in
the region to investigate activities of a Swedish oil
exploring company in Ogaden, Somali region. In Kenya,
they heard claims from Ethiopian Somali refugees
about abuse in the area of oil exploration. Since it was
permission of the Ethiopian
hardly possible to get
government for informational access in the area for
journalists, they crossed the Ethiopian border with

army members of Ogaden National Liberation Front
(ONLF) that was labeled as “terrorist organization”
by the Ethiopian government. Consequently, they were
targeted by regional state militia, shot in the shoulder
and in the arm, respectively, and detained, charged
with
‘anti-terrorism’ law, convicted ‘guilty’, sen‘pardoned’ to be released after 438 days in jail. However, later in 2018, government delisted ONLF from its
terrorist list.

Currently, in the era Eskinder Nega named ‘post-2018’,
under revision since July 2018. The reform of the laws
has to create a conducive environment for journalists to do their job but it should also address the new
challenges to press freedom emerging from non-state
actors. The reforms will be a positive change from the
repressive past if it ensures journalists are protected
from any danger posed against them while doing their
jobs.
Befeqadu Hailu Techanie is an Ethiopian writer,
activist, and blogger. He is a member of the Zone 9
bloggers group that were arrested in April 2014 due to
their blogging activities. His novel, Children of their
Parents (2013), won third place in the 2012 Burt Award
for African Literature. In 2015, along with the other
Zone 9 bloggers, he was awarded the International
Press Freedom Award from the Committee to Protect
Journalists.
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Solomon Goshu, chairperson of the Ethiopian media reform working group.
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visions, and was passed by the Ethiopian parliament in
January 2019.

Legal steps to freedom of the
press
Solomon Goshu and Mesganaw Mulugeta explain the
background and work of the Media Law Working Group
in Ethiopia to transform repressive legislation that has
strangled the free flow of information, censored,
harassed and jailed journalists.
Ethiopia is undertaking serious reforms to open up
political space and ensure the respect of human and
democratic rights. After assuming office in April 2018,
Prime minister Abiy’s government released thousands
of prisoners and promised to review repressive laws including the anti-terrorism, media and the civil society
laws that were considered to have restrained constitutionally guaranteed rights. The civil society legislation
has already been revised, by repealing restrictive pro-

The state of freedom of expression and media freedom
in Ethiopia is one of the lowest in the world. Ethiopia
ranked 150 out of 180 countries in Reporters without
Borders world rankings in 2018. The government has
been criticised for taking legislative, administrative
and political measures to weaken the status of the
media and its actors in the country.
The number of media outlets in Ethiopia is very low
even by African standards. In a country of more than
one hundred million people, only 30 print media are in
circulation. State owned media continue to be largely
in favor of the government and the ruling party. State
officials have harassed, arrested, detained, charged,
and prosecuted journalists and bloggers perceived as
critical of the government.
The new government has acknowledged these critical
problems and expressed its commitment to media
freedom to ensure it plays a vital role at this critical
time of transition. It has promised to improve the

situation through legislative and other necessary measures. Legislative review to amend restrictive legislations concerning the media is already underway.

Media law reform during transition
In June 2018, the Government established the Legal
and Justice Affairs Reform Advisory Council under the
federal Attorney general’s office. The mandate of the
council is to provide policy recommendations to the
government on reform of the justice system and
amendment of contentious laws.
The Advisory Council is composed of 13 prominent
legal professionals. It started its work by establish-ing
technical working groups composed of volunteer legal
and other prominent professionals from different
sectors who would undertake research on these laws
and propose recommendations for amendment. It also
established a Secretariat with technical staff to lead
on technical inputs to the working groups and the
Council.
The Media Law Working Group was one of the first
working groups established by the council in August
2018. It was tasked to analyse the shortcomings associated with laws governing the media and to make
research-based recommendations. The Working Group
is comprised of professionals with special expertise in
the areas related with the media sector. It includes
media law researchers, practicing journalists, media
owners, practising lawyers, members of the civil society and a gender specialist.
Many different legislations directly or/and indirectly,
deal with the right to freedom of expression and media in Ethiopia. The Working Group has prioritised the
Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation
No. 590/2008, the Broadcasting Service Proclamation
No. 533/2007, and Computer Crime Proclamation No.
958/2016 based on level of importance.
Thus far, the working group has finalised a diagnostic
report that identified gaps under existing media legislation. The diagnostic report was developed through
analysis of national and international legal frameworks, by conducting interviews with media practitioners and by referring published works and reports.
Consultations with media practitioners and other
stakeholders were conducted to discuss initial findings
and solicit inputs.

Limitation by law - Key findings in the
diagnostic report
The FDRE Constitution guarantees freedom of expression and the media in the most elaborate manner.
Article 29 of the constitution incorporates the basic
ideals of Article 19 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). However, in light of
international standards, laws regulating the media in

Ethiopia are more restrictive than enabling.
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Freedom of the Mass Media and Access to Information
Proclamation No. 590/2008 deals with protection of
information sources, right of reply, prior restraint, and
moral damage caused by defamation. However, the
diagnostic report identified that the law permits arbitrary restrictions, including crippling fines, licensing
restrictions for establishing a media outlet, proscribing
the right to establish mass media outlets to foreign
nationals, and powers allowing the government to
control periodical publications.
The law prohibits cross ownership of media and ownership by other nationals, including Ethiopian born
foreign nationals. These restrictions have not only
infringed rights of individuals but also discouraged the
growth and investment in the media sector.
Access to information provisions of the proclamation
are full of exceptions and without proper sanctions for
refusing to provide information. The list of “exempted
information” is so long and broad that the principle of
access to information under the hands of the government is guaranteed in exceptional circumstances.

“

Journalists and other
members of the media can
be criminally prosecuted,
fined, or jailed for
defamation when there
is no victim.

”

The Proclamation imposes onerous licensing and registration requirements. The certificate of registration
is also subject to renewal once every three years. Arbitrary denials of renewals have occurred in the past.
The licensing regime established by the Proclamation
creates a relationship in which the media cannot operate without the approval of the government.
The law also provides for excessive responsibilities
and penalties. It imposes on the media a duty to
ensure that their output is free of content attracting
legal liability and that media which fail to do this will
be liable. The Proclamation provides excessive fines
for speech related offences. It provides exorbitant
fines for administrative faults. It also provides harsh
sanctions for violations. The ceiling for compensation
in cases of civil defamation through the mass media
substantially increased: from what used to be 1000
birr ($34.85) in the repealed press law to 100,000 birr
($3 489,18) now.
The law also states that defamation and false accusation against “constitutionally mandated legislators,
executives and judiciaries” will be prosecutable “even
if the person against whom they were committed

chooses not to press charge[s].” In essence, under this
provision, journalists and other members of the media
can be criminally prosecuted, fined, or jailed for defamation when there is no victim. In light of the global
attitude surrounding laws of criminal defamation,
especially for violations against governments, this provision seems retrogressive and draconian. In 2000, the
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression reported to the United Nations (UN) Commission on Human
Rights that criminal defamation laws are a potentially
serious threat to freedom of expression and called for
the total abolition of the offence of defamation.
The continued existence of criminal defamation and
the use of anti-terrorism laws have been the primary enablers of journalistic imprisonment in Ethiopia.
Terrorism charges have been systematically used
against journalists ever since the 2009 terrorism law
took effect. The law increased governments’ ability to
conduct surveillance for loosely defined national security purposes. Since 2014 many journalists have been
convicted over terrorism charges and dozens have fled
the country for fear of prosecution. Currently, a revision of the anti-terrorism law is being undertaken with
a view of rectifying these restrictive prohibitions.
The other important legislation on freedom of expression is Broadcasting Service Proclamation No.
533/2007 which amended Broadcasting Proclamation
No. 178/1999. The broadcasting service proclamation
is criticised for establishing a media regulatory body
that is not impartial and has been abusing its power.
The diagnostic report identified that the law established a restrictive regulatory framework to freedom
of expression. The media is being regulated by a body
that is part of the political apparatus of government.
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The Computer Crime Proclamation, which was adopted
in 2016, enables surveillance by security forces and
broadens the definition of criminal defamation. The
diagnostic assessment found that the law on computer
crimes includes some provisions that are overly broad
and could restrict freedom of speech and expression.
This included, for example, a provision that provides
for imprisonment for disseminating through a computer system any written, video, audio, or any other
picture that incites violence, chaos, or conflict among
persons.

Next steps
The diagnostic report identified that the legislative
restrictions, weak/impartial institutions and intimidation have limited the free exercise of freedom of
expression and the media in Ethiopia. It has identified
that the laws regulating the media contain provisions
that are contrary to international standards the country has endorsed. These laws have been used to squash
freedom of the press, as well as dissent.
The working group has already submitted the diagnostic report to the advisory council. The task of revising
these prohibitive laws and drafting new ones has already commenced. The process of revision is expected
to be completed by mid-2019.
Solomon Goshu is a Public Policy Advisor at the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung (FES) Ethiopia, and Chair of the
Media Law Review Working Group established by the
Ethiopian Attorney General’s Office.
Mesganaw Mulugeta is a governance adviser at the UK
department of international development in Ethiopia and a member of the Media Law Review Working
Group.
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CASE STUDY: SOUTH AFRICA
By Pamela Stein
South African law is underpinned by the values contained in the South African Constitution’s Bill of
Rights. This is best demonstrated in the area of media
law, where the constitutional right to freedom of expression has contributed significantly to South Africa’s
high degree of freedom of expression.
Freedom of expression rights extend beyond freedom
of the press and other media to include the right of
the public to access information. No constitutional
right is absolute. A balancing exercise of competing
rights always takes place. So in giving effect to freedom of expression the courts have had to balance this
right with other competing rights for example, the
right to human dignity and privacy.
In access to information claims the courts have had to
weigh up the competing rights of the claimant against
the defendant’s rights to confidentiality, or where the
state is involved, the constitutional duty imposed on
the state to ensure national security. The South African courts have repeatedly pronounced on the important role the media plays in democracy. So when media
defendants come before the courts in defamation
proceedings, provided the media can demonstrate that
the challenged reportage is justified they will escape
liability. For the media, there are 4 defences to a defamation claim: truth for the public benefit, protected
comment, qualified privilege and reasonableness. The
defence of protected comment is recognised as fundamental to free speech and the most important defence
to avoid liability for opinion on commentary.
The McBride case is an excellent example of the extent to which the protected comment defence supports free speech. In 2003 Robert McBride applied for
a senior police position in a large South African municipality. Seventeen years earlier, McBride, while acting
as an African National Congress operative, planted a
car bomb outside a bar killing 3 people and injuring 69
others. McBride was tried, found guilty and sentenced
to death. Later his sentence was commuted to life
imprisonment. During the country’s Truth and Reconciliation commission McBride was granted amnesty for
the murder of the civilians.
His application for the senior police post was lambasted in the South African media. One newspaper stated
that because he was a criminal and a murderer he was
most unsuitable for the police post. McBride, claiming
he had been defamed, went to court to claim damages. The newspaper succeeded in proving the truth that
McBride was a convicted murderer and criminal. The
court said that the amnesty did not render untrue the
fact that he had in fact committed murder and was
convicted.

The right to access information is as important as the
right to freedom of expression. Many cases involving
freedom of expression concern either access to forums
that are normally closed to the public, and the documents pertaining to those proceedings. Equally important is the right of the public to access documents held
by the state.
The constitutional right to access information from the
state (and from private bodies) is given full expression
in the Promotion of Access to Information Act. Where
the state has refused to provide the requested information, the courts have emphasised the importance of
granting access to the requested information to give
full effect to the right to freedom of expression.
In 2010 the Mail and Guardian newspaper requested
records relating to the tender processes used by the
committee responsible for organising the 2010 Soccer World Cup. The organising committee refused to
provide such records and the newspaper went to court
to force disclosure of the records. The newspaper
was successful. The court stated that the harm done
to the rights of the people of the country to access
this information if it was to be kept secret, was much
greater than the harm such disclosure would cause the
organising committee.
Underlying the open justice principle is the need for
transparency, captured in the often quoted "justice
must not only be done, it must be seen to be done."
The media play an essential role in ensuring the public
are able to assert this right. So access to forums is
not only given to traditional media, but to television
broadcasters as well.
The courts now permit, on application, the right to
the media to broadcast live coverage of court proceedings. The precedent was set in the highly publicised Oscar Pistorius trial where the former Paralympian athlete was charged with murdering his girlfriend.
Before the trial even began, in an unprecedented act,
the Judge President gave permission to the media for
a live broadcast of the criminal trial. The judge said it
was important for a country so young in its democracy,
to allow citizens to experience a first hand account of
the trial which involved an international icon.
In conclusion, the above examples demonstrate how
important it is for the media to push the boundaries
that limit freedom of expression, not only to carry out
its role as a watchdog of the public interest, but also
its role in bringing to citizens, information that the
public would not previously have had access to.
Pamela Stein is a South African lawyer specialising in
employment and employee benefits law, data protection, privacy and media law.
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IS SELF
REGULATION
NECESSARY ?
CHAPTER 3
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Amare Aregawi General Manager of Media and Communication Centre (MCC) was instrumental in setting up Ethiopia’s media
council
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Media Reform in Times of Change:
What Counts?
Tamrat G. Giorgis writes that the democratic
project underway in Ethiopia would benefit
from a media council which holds journalists
to account with a code of ethics and through
this, wins the trust and credibility of members of the public.
To say Ethiopia is a society in transition is to state the
obvious. It has been in such a process compounded by
social discontent and political realignments for almost
half a century. Nonetheless, the tectonic shift in its
political structure was made in the early 1990s, ushering far-reaching consequences to the ideals of the
right to free speech and that of the media.
This period brought laws that did not just lift sanctions
in the form of censorship for the first time in the nation`s history. It has also outlawed the reinstitution of
censorship even in administrative matters. Indeed, the
flourishing of private media outlets since has surpassed
periods of previous outlier events in letting members
of the public enjoy free speech, as the case was during
a transition in the mid-1970s.
Ethiopians are now faced with yet another period of
political transition whereby the current administration
professes a commitment to honour its constitutional obligations to individual fundamental rights. It is
impressive to see it walk the talk. It released prisoners
of conscience in a blanket amnesty; allowed dissident
political figures return home after Parliament delisted
them as perpetrators of terrorism; and took initiatives
to review legislations deemed to have the political

space constrained.
Some of these bitterly contested legislations under
review are laws on the media and freedom of information, the commercial advertising and crimes allegedly
committed through computers. A working group under
a federal advisory council on legal reforms has been at
work on legislative amendments, identifying provisions
in several proclamations that govern the media.
Apparently, the media will not have a free reign, for
there is a consensus among members of the working
group that freedom of speech and that of the press
is not an absolute right. They seem to believe the
media`s right to publish, and broadcast, is relative to
other fundamental rights the law must protect. The
legal instruments employed to discipline the behaviour
of those in the media will no doubt remain in place,
but with a different scope and to a varying extent.
The track record of Ethiopia`s media since its birth in
the early 1990s is all but grounded in professionalism.
Lacking common values and principles, if not shared
mission, the hallmarks of the media industry are displayed in its highly polarised and to a degree pluralist
landscape. The desire has been to use the media as
an instrument for social mobilisation in the interest of
partisan causes. Hardly is the media viewed as platforms for the provision of differentiated, conflicting
and varying as well as changing information to help
citizens make informed decisions on the issues relevant to their lives.
This should be of little surprise. Ethiopia is a society in
transition from an authoritarian political system
to a competitive political environment, where the
contestation for power is bitterly fought. As a result
of this contestation, its media landscape is equally
fragmented. After all, the various media are reflections and manifestations of the polarisation evident in
the unstable political space. Societies in transition are
exposed to at least three forces in their media industry: those of restoration, substitution and change.

The restoration camp uses the media to profess the
reclaiming of the glory of a distant past with clear
slogans such as “Let`s be great again.” It denounces
the present; it is obsessed with the notion of eternity
in the political nation; and portrays the future in a
bleak manner so long as it is not charted out through
the reinstitution of past values and institutions. It is a
reactionary force.
The forces of substitution want to replace what has
been dismantled with a value system of their choice in
the same manner the EPRDF government tried to promote the brand of “developmental journalism.” It is
an ideologically loaded intellectual exercise to subdue
the media and align it to the hegemonic conviction
it has had, thus deprive a platform to those deemed
contrary to such belief. It is an exclusionist view with
a desire to determine for the media in a centralised
manner what is of value to report but informed by a
paternalistic outlook in its relation to the public.
Substitution views the media only as an instrument of
indoctrination. Currently, there is a drive to substitute
the “developmental” brand of journalism that has
been promoted for over a decade by “peace journalism.” Those who would want to indoctrinate this to
members of the media hope to pacify the growing
polarisation in the media industry by diverse forces
who are in it for its instrumental value or a weapon of
an adversary.
What defines Ethiopia`s media industry today is a
polarised-pluralist model. Wide circulation and mass
consumption of information are limited; journalistic
autonomy is underdeveloped, and the media (in particular the privately owned) is instrumentalised by and
surrendered to clientelism.
The element in the media industry that is a force
for change is too small in size as it is not used as an
instrument to churn out partisan commentaries. It
aspires to become professionalised, complying with
the laws of the land and globally accepted norms and
values of journalism. It is keen to be independent,
professional and competent, with practitioners who
are skillful and experienced in navigating the legal and
ethical land mines in order to help members of society
broaden their choices.
Such practice of journalism cannot happen in the absence of accountability and its mechanism to hold the
media true to its convictions. There needs to develop
a rational-legal authority functioning on the behest
of society in keeping the media accountable in times
of ethical lapses. There are authorities in the form of
professional associations formed in the industry with
the purpose of helping their members enhance their
career. The media institutions on their part should establish industry platforms such as a media council with
a mission to train media practitioners in relation to
ethics and responsibilities and enforce a code of
ethics within the media industry. A media council can
be a valuable hand in helping the forces of change
consolidate their hold in the industry and win the trust

and credibility from members of the public.
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It is regrettable to see the many professional associations established in the media industry over the years
have made a little dent in the collective betterment
of the industry. Except for the very few, many of them
suffer from legitimacy and governance crises for their
rationale to exist was not a bottom-up drive. Many of
them have leaders unaccountable to their members;
the latter are passive participants who are not able to
fulfill the most basic obligations of paying membership
fees. Often, the leaders hold onto the associations to
advance their interests, hoping to get funding from
external sources. Indeed, as many of the non-state
actors once active in Ethiopia, the professional associations in the media industry were as much victims
of the charities and societies law, which dried up
their source of funding. They remain understaffed and
under-resourced, inactive and distant to their regular
members.
Few of them, however, played a constructive role in
the struggle for the formation of the Ethiopian Media
Council, an industry self-regulatory body under the
process of registration by the state even three years
after its creation. Representatives from close to 19
public and private media organisations gathered inside
the UNECA and signed the Articles of Association and
endorsed the Code of Conduct on January 12, 2016.
It was a landmark event which was a culmination of
a painfully slow process fraught with disputes for a
decade.
Industry leaders have overcome sharp disagreements
over eligibility to membership and source of funding
to finance the operations of the Council. While professional associations were agreed to be full members of
the Council, a consensus was also reached for member media institutions to contribute one per cent of
their annual profits as membership fees. The latter is
meant to serve as a powerful tool to hold the Council`s leadership accountable by the very members who
are the primary sources of its existence. The long-held
deficit in mutual trust and recriminations was addressed through the two most essential documents of
the Council: the articles of association and journalistic
code of conduct.
There is goodwill from the current administration to
register the Council as a nonprofit organisation. Its
proper functioning ascribed by the by-laws and enforcing the code of ethics, coupled with its contributions
in promoting media literacy among members of the
public, will be indispensable to institutionalise the
professionalisation of the media industry in Ethiopia.
Doing so will be a historic and monumental accomplishment.
Tamrat G. Giorgis is currently working as the Managing
Editor for AddisFortune, the English business weekly
published in Addis Abeba, Ethiopia. He is a veteran
journalist, working for several Amharic and English
weeklies since 1992.

The Kenyan ethical system of
media regulation

Case Study 1: Kenya
Consolidating the Gains and
Guarding the Media Space
Dr Haron Mwangi shares his insights on the
challenges of media self- regulation in Kenya
In Kenya, freedom of expression and regulation mirrors
the political transformation in the country. The most
significant changes affecting the development of the
Kenyan media landscape were the return of multiparty democracy in 1991, the ushering in of a new political era in 2002, and the adoption of the new constitution in 2010. All these reforms triggered overwhelming
attention and support from the media fraternity, civil
society and international community, ensuring sustained momentum towards a free society.
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The aim of the ethical system of media regulation is to
balance media freedom and responsibility by setting
performance standards guided by ethical principles
others an opportunity to restore their reputation in
case of unfair media coverage, thus building public
trust in the media. However, in countries where media
freedom is highly constrained, protection of media
freedom and freedom of expression becomes a more
salient role of regulatory bodies. While this is a major
role of the Media Council of Kenya, resolving disputes
between the media and the government, the media
and the public and intra-media disputes is a major
mandate.
example the sitting president, during his tenure as
deputy Prime Minister.

Media freedom and freedom of expression are considered prerequisites for democracy. Values of diversity,
plurality, editorial independence, accessibility and
openness, and responsible journalism are now protected in media law and are pillars of Kenya’s Vision 2030.
These have fundamentally informed the media regulatory system in Kenya.
Since the liberalisation of the airwaves in the early
1990s, there has been a steady increase in the number
of private and ‘independent’ commercial media. Journalism has shifted from a government - controlled editorial system to an ethical/self-regulatory system under the independent statutory regulation overseen by
the Media Council of Kenya. The system, which started
as an independent ethical regulatory system in 2004,
has continued to guide the media industry in Kenya. In
2007, it transited into the Ethical Statutory Regulatory
System, to protect media freedom and handle complaints against the media. The Council’s mandate was
expanded in 2013 to include setting journalism training standards in colleges through the development of
an industry-responsive training curriculum.

Dr Haron Mwangi.

Pillars of a Self-Regulatory System
the success of the ethics system of self-regulation.
•
First is to cultivate the support of the journalists themselves, the media houses and civil society. This can be done by establishing well organized
media professional bodies and journalists’ associations
including Editors, Union of Journalists and Media
Owner’s Associations, to create solidarity in defending
media freedom and the freedom of expression.
•
Secondly, maintain professional standards. The
guidelines must be accepted and internalised by journalists. However, there must be an understanding that

the journalism code of conduct is primarily about a
responsible attitude towards public interest. In Kenya,
the highest threat to media freedom is not the government but rather substandard professional performance
such as producing imbalanced stories, shallow reporting, brown envelope journalism and being partial in
political and electioneering processes.
•
Thirdly, in Kenya there are public editors in
newsrooms who manage editorial issues within the
newsroom and respond to complaints before they are
referred to the MCK Complaints Commission. Though
just a few media houses have press ombudsmen,
Editors Guild and the Media Council of Kenya are jointly
working to establish structures of in-house regulation
systems including establishing forums where such public
editors can exchange their experiences.
•
The fourth pillar is to ensure media freedom
and freedom of expression are explicitly anchored
in the constitution and operationalised in clear laws and
legislation. More importantly, the government must
respect the rule of law through non-interference with
the media self-regulatory system. In Kenya for example,
the government honours court decisions on clauses in
media law that threaten media freedom and freedom of
expression. Besides, the government also supports the
work of MCK by directly funding their operations.
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engaging media stakeholders to highlight state policies

and defends journalists’ privileges of “protection of
sources” as well as intervening in matters of their
safety and security. It promotes professional development through short courses on emerging professional
challenges, convening breakfast meetings to discuss
professional issues as well as setting training standards
in colleges.
In conclusion, the success of the Media Council of
Kenya in media regulation is dependent on the commitment of government to the values of media freedom and freedom of expression as fundamental rights
in civil society and as a central cog in the wheel of
democracy, human progress and development. It also
depends on the commitment of the journalists to professional practice and defending their space. Lastly, it
idarity and support around the issues of civil liberties
such as freedom of expression.
Dr Haron Mwangi is the former CEO of the Kenya
Media Council. He has a PhD in Media Economics and
Management/political economy from the University of
Nairobi, Kenya.

•
The fifth pillar is a vibrant and financially
strong media industry to support the work of the selfregulatory system. In Kenya, at least 20 percent of
MCK’s budget is funded through media subscription and
accreditation of both local and foreign journalists. A
self-regulatory system works best when it is self-sufficient, with minimum involvement of the state. Last-ly,
complaints that reach the system should be handled
expeditiously, to minimise the number of cases heard
through the national judicial system, further promot-ing
media independence. In Kenya, the Media Council
defends media freedom by taking the lead role in media laws legislation process. This includes lobbying and

President Uhuru Kenyatta appearing before the Media Council of Kenya’s Complaints Commission for arbitration with The Star Newspaper.
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Case Study 2: South Africa
Co-regulation with members of
the public as partners

It is important to understand that the system of
co-regulation did not replace self-regulation – it is
merely a form of self-regulation. “Co-regulation” says
the media still regulate themselves, but now does so
hand-in-hand with the public. This is what the word
“independent” co-regulation refers to – independent
from government, but with the assistance of the public. In practice, this means that the Press Council comprises an equal number of media and public representatives. The Council’s Chair, Judge Phillip Levinsohn,
represents an additional public voice on the Council.
The adjudication panel comprises eight members of
the public and six members of the media, thus ensuring that the public voice remains louder.

Q: You were previously the public advocate. Why was
this role created in addition to the press ombud?

Heather Robertson interviews Latiefa Mobara, the Executive Director of The Press Council of South Africa about South Africa’s road
to self-regulation of the media.
Q: What was the media regulation environment like
under the apartheid government?

Previously, the Ombud had two functions: Firstly, he
tried to mediate a solution acceptable to all parties
– failing which he proceeded with adjudication. In
the meantime, especially between 2010 and 2015,
the number of complaints sky-rocketed. This made it
impossible for one person to handle. The choice, then,
was to either appoint a second Ombud, or to separate
the functions of mediation and adjudication. The Press
Council opted for the latter model, hence the creation
of the post of public advocate.
Q: Can you explain the difference in roles between the
Executive Director, the public advocate and the press
ombudsman?

A: The apartheid government’s aim was to starve the
public of news and ideas that undermined and threatened the sustainability of the apartheid system. The
period was characterised by the imposition of banning
orders against journalists, restrictions on the movements of journalists by preventing them from reporting in unrest or unrest-related areas, the seizure and
closure of publications, threats to impose a register
for journalists and state harassment, particularly of
the “alternative media” that was established in the
early 80s.

The Executive Director – is responsible for maintaining and establishing relationships with stakeholders
and engaging with the public on issues of ethical
journalism and media freedom. The public advocate is
responsible for assisting complainants with their
complaints and mediating and negotiating on their
behalf with the publications involved. The Ombud
adjudicates on all complaints that the Public Advocate
is unable to resolve.

Q: What changed post-1994 when South Africa had its
first democratic election?

The funds come exclusively from the media industry.

The media landscape changed when the ANC came into
power – Freedom House gave it a “free press” rating
and for a while the media had unfettered freedoms as
most of the apartheid-era media laws were removed
off the stature books. However, as the media began
to expose more of government’s failings and corrupt
practices, the ANC called for the establishment of
a Media Appeals Tribunal. This threat still remains
despite the Press Council’s revision of its self-regulatory mechanism to include public participation in its
processes.
Q: Why did the SA press Council move from self-regulation to co-regulation and what does this mean in
practice?

Q: How is the press council funded?

Q: Would you like to see a day when there will be one
council for all kinds of journalism, no matter what the
platform?
It may be necessary in the long term to establish a
structure with an umbrella Code of Conduct and Ethics
for print, broadcast and online content, similar to the
Namibian code of ethics and conduct which encompasses broadcast, print and online media. For now, the
Press Council has jurisdiction over online content of all
its subscriber publications, as well as over the online
news content produced by broadcasters, even though
broadcasting content is regulated by the Broadcasting
Complaints Commission (BCCSA.
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the crisis (in a context of civil war), between September 2002 and mid-2004, OLPED voluntarily put itself
on standby so as not to have to publicly denounce the
media calling for hatred and xenophobia. According to
the Observatory, to stigmatize these media would only

Case Study 3: West Africa
When self-regulation falls victim
of funds
lenges to self regulation in The Ivory Coast
and the Central African Republic.

-

West and Central Africa is the region in which countries have opted most systematically for the establishment of media regulation mechanisms, whether one
considers self-regulation (or regulation by peers, or
institutional regulation through the establishment of
bodies theoretically independent from the political
power.
Since 1995, there has been the establishment of
national based media observatories whose ambition, in
the face of too frequent “slippage”, is to help journalists to self-regulate. Since 7 July 2000, these existing observatories were structured within the Network
of African Bodies of Media Self-Regulation (RIAAM at
culture of regulation has developed everywhere in the
region.
Overall, all these observatories are hampered by the
lack of own funds. They are still today totally dependent on external funding which, when the donor taps
run dry, cause the observatories work to stop.
Despite the intrinsic limitations these organisations
are facing and their structural weaknesses, their
existence has nevertheless helped to sensitise journalists to their social responsibility in the context of
the democracies in the making and to avoid the most
serious excesses. Some countries, have not always
unfavorable political and security context. The cases
of Ivory Coast and of the Central African Republic are
examples.

Ivory Coast
Paradoxically
ulation structure for the press was created in 1995 by
professionals: the Observatory of the Freedom of the
Press, Ethics and Deontology (OLPED. This pilot experthough it has had its ups and downs in light of the
vagaries of the national political transition process.
In this country marked by very strong political tensions
media played a role in the rise of tensions that led to
the crisis of September 2002. Thus, at the height of

stood in terms of the composition of the Observatory,
since some members included representatives of the
media whose writings or words contributed to throwIn addition to internal contradictions and therefore
the untenable position of being both judge and party,
OLPED, like many other self-regulatory bodies, is still
tives.

-

Central African Republic
The Observatory of Central African Media (OMCA) was
founded in 2005 by the Union of Journalists of Central
Africa, the same year as the High Council of Com
munication. The OMCA was to serve as a permanent
monitoring body to reinforce the rules of professional
behavior and ethics, in order to avoid incitement to
tribal, religious or racial hatred, and to punish any
journalist in cases of professional misconduct.
Unfortunately, because of more than two decades of
politico-military crises, mutinies, coups and rebellions,
aftermath of the last crisis of 2012/2013, marked by
the departure of President Bozizé in the face of the
inevitable advance of the Seleka rebellion on Bangui,
OMCA has not been able to initiate any policing of the
journalist profession. During this period, calls for dis
crimination and hatred, insults and defamation by the
press were regular practices in the columns and were
undoubtedly a thorn in the foot of the profession and
the Central African society.
It is only since 2014 that the OMCA regularly monitors
active media and plays an important complementary
role to that of the HCC (Haut Conseil de la Commu
nication - the High Council for Communication Mat
ters), the public media regulator as an independent
institution including media professionals. Thanks to
this regular work, the number of media slippages in
the Central African Republic has dropped considerably
over the last four years.
Dr Renaud de La Brosse is currently working as a professor in the Department of Media and Journalism,
Linnaeus University, Sweden.
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ENSURING ALL
VOICES ARE HEARD
IN THE MEDIA
CHAPTER 4
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Abi Fekadu senior reporter and news anchor at ARTS TV.

Gender

Shifting The Status Quo
Selam Mussie and Bethlehem Negash present
an argument for greater representation of
women, diverse ethnic and language groups
and people living with disabilities in Ethiopian media.

What does representation
mean?
Representation means 1) ‘re-presentating’, a combination of two
words, meaning presenting something that has already been there
and known, and 2) symbolically
‘standing in’ for something/someone or an ideology (Richardson and
Wearning, 2016)
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Mihret Aschalew, a former editor at the Reporter
newspaper and a producer for Amharic programs at
to be marginalised because of her gender. Though
she participates in decision-making at her work, there
is always resistance when it comes to covering and
framing relevant stories about women that go beyond
the stereotypes. Sometimes the resistance comes from
a lack of understanding on the issue and other times
because of the assumption that she picks women’s
issue as an agenda because she is a woman and thus
biased towards it.
While she concedes that there is some improvement
in covering women’s issues in the media, gender
representation is low, and women’s issues are underrepresented. She believes the media reports are
sporadic and seasonal with no depth to have an impact
on changing the society’s attitude towards women.
Mihret says “It is men who are always the experts on

Why is it important?
Re-presentations are not direct
often in accordance with hegemonic ideaologies and politics that
sage is communicated between the
storyteller and the audience.
identities such as gender, ethnicity
and people living with disabilities
in the media and in newsrooms is
not just important for facilitating
aspirational values and positive
images for marginalized and misrepresented groups but also for
harnessing a democratic culture in
which diverse voices are heard.

Bethlehem Negash.

news and analysis pieces in the media”. Aschalew’s
experience is shared by many other women journalists. Women and Media Research compiled by Enguday
Alemayehu at Addis Ababa University’s Center for
Gender Studies found that women’s participation in
media production is still low especially in decision
making. Ethiopian journalism is still a male-dominated arena with women comprising less than 30 percent
of the newsrooms. This makes the Ethiopian newsroom
one of the least gender-equal in the world. In major
media outlets in Ethiopia, there is no minimum quota
for women’s representation both in recruitment and
promotions.
There is for example only one woman in the top 5
leadership positions of the Ethiopian Broadcasting
Corporation (EBC), the biggest employer and national broadcaster. There are three women at director
level (women’s, general service and English language
department head) in EBC. Out of 149 Senior Editors
and Producers in the corporation only 22 are women,
82% of these women are found in the lower leadership
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positions (team leader). In the Ethiopian Press Agency
(EPA), there are no women in the top leadership and
no women at the directorate level. Both organisations
fail to identify or address gender inequality in and
through the media. In both EBC and EPA most women
report on soft issues such as women’s issues, lifestyle,
culture, art and entertainment while men are mostly
found covering the hard issues of politics, economy,
science and technology.

Media portrayal of gender in Ethiopia is misguided in
many ways. From soap operas, to magazine programs,to advertisements and music, the dominant media
portrays women in an unfavorable light. Women are
reduced to objects of men’s desires, helpless victims
and household workers while men are depicted as
strong leaders, heads of families, decision makers and
saviors.
The daytime entertainment programs both on FM
radios and satellite-based television are the worst
offenders. TV dramas and sitcoms as well as Amharic
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR JOURNALISTS
Diverse voices – make sure different voices
are used in almost all news coverage and
other programs. Gender, diverse ethnicities
and languages must NOT be represented only
when there are gender related programs or
for certain political events or when issues of
ethnicities need to be addressed but rather on all kinds of news and programs that
involve key national issues that may not
necessarily be about gender and ethnicity.
Avoid tokenism – don’t represent certain
groups just for the sake of including them.
That will reduce their capacity to mere representation. Therefore, the representation
must be objective and fair where the represented groups are given ample time to speak
for themselves or represent themselves.
Stop and reflect – could the report/program
be biased based on who speaking for who?
Why? Where is the voice of the subject?
Challenge and subvert – the media doesn’t
have to be conforming to the status quo or
cater for what people want to hear. Instead,
it must be a platform that challenges and
subverts the status quo to promote equality
(of gender, ethnicity, language, etc), democracy and freedom of expression.
Agency is the key – the media actors must
always keep in mind that all identities are
whole on their own and (must) have full
agency of their needs, questions, and voices. It is when their agency is undermined
that their voices become muffled and will be
reduced to dangerous “otherness”.
Avoid one sided stories – whenever a news
report or any program associated with
gender or different ethnic groups are produced, it must be ensured that all sides of
the stories are fairly represented and given
weight. The role of the media must be to
be the voice of citizens impartially without
being compelled to prove a point of one over
the other.

‘films’ keep representing women in a negative and
demeaning way despite the improvement of women’s
status in society.

Most TV advertisements portray women in a domestic setting, taking care of children and husbands,
uncritically reinforcing the socially constructed roles
of women. Women usually appear advertising diapers,
baby foods, pasta, oil, detergents and kitchen appliances (few trying to change the narrative) while men
in suits advertise banks, money transfers, building
materials, insurance usually located in fancy offices
and construction sites.
Music takes up to 70% of air time on FM radio and
Satellite TV stations. Research by Tsion Yohannes
(2007) entitled ‘Gender Issues and Women’s Portrayal
in Secular Amharic Songs Produced in Cassettes’ shows
that women’s personality traits are largely presented
as dependent, untrustworthy, irrational, incompetent, cruel, careless, haughty, jealous and as quitters
rather than as trustworthy, independent, assertive
and fulfilling. The producers of these shows are mostly
men, only 6,9% are women. This shows that women’s
experiences are being largely expressed by men.
Economic programmes including TV documentaries
shown on ETV’s Women’s Programme, also depict
women as victims and dependents, who are only
involved in hand to mouth micro businesses. It is
men who are always the experts on news and analysis
pieces in the media. Better representation of women
as experts and sources in diverse fields will help
debunk these negative stereotypes of women and
show their diverse contribution to Ethiopian society.
The media can be a powerful tool to change attitudes,
overcome stereotypes, fear and prejudice. Ensuring
greater representation of women in the media in
Ethiopia will help shift the dominant narrative about
women being incapable of playing an equal role at
work or in public discourse.

Ethnicity and Language
The representation of different languages in the media
is essential as language plays a vital role in a given
society by serving as a carrier of culture, values, and
histories. Thus, the misrepresentation or annihilation
of certain languages compromises the rights to express
a given society’s identity and to preserve their cultural
heritage.
When we look at the Ethiopian context, there are over
eighty ethnic groups who have their own distinct
cultures, traditions, languages, and history but only a
few languages have been actively represented in the
media, particularly on Ethiopian Television. But there
have been some active improvements in the past few
years where more languages have been getting more
slots on national TV and radio. Currently, there are
nine television and eleven radio public/government
owned stations and fourty eight community radios that
operate in different local languages.
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This signals a promising start to more inclusive ethnic
and language representation. However, media houses
must be proactive to diversify not only language services but also advocate for diversity of news sources,
stories, and other content. This can serve as a catalyst
to guarantee the political rights of self-expression
while contributing to a balanced narrative of diverse
groups.
While the representation of language can certainly not
guarantee other political rights, it is part of the move
that leads to the freedom of self-expression among
different ethnic identities. Going forward with the efforts of more representation of ethnicity and language
in the Ethiopian media landscape, the media must
avoid discourses that perpetuate negative stereotypes
of ethnic groups and language and ethnocentrism in
general. Media actors such as journalists, media practitioners, and influential people must be mindful about
diversity and promoting the equality of all ethnic
identities.

Disability
Persons with disabilities are the most marginalised,
underrepresented and misrepresented by the Ethiopian Media. International days of persons with disabilities and related events or in relation to government
inclusive education policies are the only instances
when the media report on disability.
Tefera (2005), states that In Ethiopia, there is a
general tendency to think of persons with disabilities
as weak, hopeless, dependent, and uneducated and
the subject of charity. These misunderstandings have
led to undermining of the capabilities of persons with
disabilities resulting in a generally negative attitude
towards them. Though it is improving, the societal
beliefs used to attribute the causes of disability being
a curse or bad luck befalling the family.
The World Report on Disability, published jointly by
the World Bank and WHO in 2011, estimated that
there were 15 million persons with disabilities in
Ethiopia, representing 17.6% of the total population
at the time. Despite this number being not negligible,
disability issues are not adequately reported in the
media. For instance, findings of a Master’s Thesis by
Meaza Menkir (2008) on ‘coverage on disability issues
by the national broadcast media in Ethiopia’ Shows
that Ethiopian Television and Radio Ethiopia (arguably with the largest share and coverage among the
electronic media) each dedicated 1.13 % and 0.51% of
their broadcast hours respectively to disability related
issues for the one year of programming examined. The
same research also revealed that the issues on which
the reports were largely based were successes (of government programs) and events rather than abuses and
challenges persons with disabilities face or their lived
experiences. Persons with disabilities, both adults and
children, should speak on their own behalf. Persons
with disabilities should be their own spokespersons
whenever possible, but in the cases of media reports
in Ethiopia, largely this is not the case.

The way forward
There is a dire need for training of media personnel
in Ethiopia about the rights of previously marginalised people to have their stories told in a balanced,
non-patronising way. There is also a dire need for
newsrooms to be more reflective of the gender and
ethnic composition of the people they report on.
Strengthening associations like the Ethiopian Media
Women’s Association, which were established to campaign for gender equality in the media, fight negative
stereotypes and underrepresentation of women in
the media, would also help to make the media more
accountable. Another solution might be to work on
building the capacity of Ethiopian Broadcasting Authority which is mandated by law to monitor media and
flag if there are inappropriate representations. Advocating for regulations to increase number of women in
media production and leadership positions would also
help in this regard.
Selam Mussie is an Addis based freelance media and
communications consultant who specializes in Gender
and Media.
Bethlehem Negash is a Media and Communication
consultant based in Addis who writes a weekly column
for Addis based newspaper on Political Communication
and Gender issues.
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ising in sensational and salacious stories around the
private lives of the high and mighty — to present her
own story.

Working to raise Zimbabwean
Women’s Voices
Abigail Gamanya writes about an innovative
project to ensure women are represented as
sources in the media and gender issues are
placed on the news agenda.
We hugged and laughed joyfully as we left the newsroom, happy with the warm reception we got from
the editor and the promise that “our” story would be
published. It was a sad tale of sexual, physical and
psychological abuse of a woman left traumatised, but
more a typical case of how Zimbabwean women are
suffering unfair media coverage.
As head of Gender Media Connect (GMC), an organisation dedicated to helping women amplify their voices
through the media, I had accompanied a tearful member of parliament (MP) to a Harare-based newspaper
editor to complain about the one-sided version of her
marital problems publicised by her former husband. It
took hours to persuade the MP that it was worth the
trouble to engage the newspaper — a tabloid special-

Nearly 40 years after Zimbabwe launched a spirited
campaign at independence to promote gender equality, women are still lagging behind socially, economically and politically and coverage by the media reflects
this low ranking. Gender Media Connect (GMC) has
been working over the last three years to help Zimbabweans in using the media to increase the voices
of women in the media and help media cover gender
issues sensitively. It’s been a labour of love – fulfilling
in the areas covered but daunting in the gaps that we
are still working on.
While much is changing in the media sector one thing
never seems to, and it is the domination of male voices. Zimbabwean men remain the main voices in the
media on important national issues, overwhelming by
far women who at 52 percent constitute a majority of
the country’s population of 16 million.

Why we did it?
Besides championing the rights of women to have
their issues and views covered by the media, GMC has
been sensitising newsrooms on gender biases, stereotypes, highlighting inherent discriminatory practices in
traditional media houses and helping media managers
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used to “protecting” and not sharing their sources of
news.
The directory is being used in the newsrooms. But it’s
impact has been national as it has become a reference
book in colleges and universities by research students

The directory has also attracted the attention of other
organisations, including government departments dealing with gender issues. Some of these organisations
are keen on developing an even bigger directory and
GMC is exploring ways of collaborating with them.

Abigail Gamanya.

in reviewing and introducing gender-sensitive policies.
We worked with the newsrooms in identifying problems that media houses face in engaging with women
as sources of news.
The newsrooms acknowledged their shortcomings such
The exercise ended positively with the establishment
of a network of newsroom gender champions (to regu-

Coaching, rolling out women sources
To consolidate the work of the newsrooms, GMC rolled
out a skills coaching programme for potential news
from politicians to grassroot community workers. The
coaching included an appreciation of their problems in
engaging the media, mapping areas of communication
and skills of working with the media. The training was
based on discussions, presentations and practical exercises such as handling interviews and public speaking.

According to her
Following the initial round of training and newsroom
engagements, GMC compiled and published Zimbathe southern African country.

Lessons learnt
Its critical to understand the operating environment,
and therefore to tailor every engagement and contribution sensitively and to secure the support of key
players. In the Zimbabwe context, it was important
for us to demonstrate that we were apolitical and our
intervention was professional and respectful.
In the newsrooms, our work was made easier by the
inclusion of women journalists and managers who
helped in lobbying media executives to support our
programmes towards the empowerment of Zimbabwean women.

The directory, which we called “According to her” as
a celebration of the authority of women in their many
spaces, came from a summary of biographies that we
invited the women to submit to GMC. The submissions
came from women across races, generations, class and

collaboration with other stakeholders, towards gender
equality by increasing the voices of women, developing media skills and sensitising media to recognising
the contribution of women to the achievement of
economic, social and political progress.

point for a one-stop bank of women sources.

Abigail Gamanya is a journalist and media activist
specializing in gender issues . She has been involved
in Zimbabwe’s media development projects for nearly
20yrs.

The newsrooms say they had until then, some sectoral directories which were hardly updated or gender
mainstreamed or shared in newsrooms by journalists
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and the private spheres discourse. Before we establish
these changes, it is essential to identify the Ethiopian
online sphere.

The social media battlefield
Berhan Taye writes about the social media
landscape which opened up much needed
online platforms for Ethiopians to speak out
and organise, but it has made them vulnerable to criminal, commercial and political
threats.
The advent of social media in Ethiopia, like many other countries, has significantly changed how the public

As of February 2019, there are about 35.4 million mobile subscribers, and half a million of these are mobile
data users.1 Over 14.1 million subscribe to broadband
and 4.3 to narrowband internet access. In total, there
are about 19.2 million internet users out of the 108
million in the country.2 Data on the quality of internet
connection is challenging to find, but research indicates that the speed and quality of the connection are
getting better by 27% every year.3 However, it is important to note that this number does not mean that
all 19 million internet users have access to a reliable
internet connection or that all of them experience the

internet the same way.
Having established how people get online, it is important to understand who uses social media. In 2018
there were less than 4 million social media users,
and 3.6 million were connected to social media via
smartphone. In just one year, this number increased by
more than 50%.4 As of January 2019, from the over 19
million internet users, there are about 6.1 million social media users in Ethiopia and out of the 6.1 million,
5.6 million connect using their mobile phones.5 The
fact that the majority of social media users depend
on their smartphones to access social media indicates
that mobile networks are the backbone of social media
connection in Ethiopia.
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Similar to other countries, Facebook is the most popular social media platform with more than 6.1 million
users followed by Instagram which has 360,000 users
and Twitter with just less than 70,000 users.6 More
than 70% of Facebook and Twitter users are male, and
30% or less are women. For Instagram on the other
hand, 36% of Instagrammers are women while 64% are
men.7 Moreover, the majority of social media users in
Ethiopia are between the age of 25-34.8 Therefore, the
majority of social media users in Ethiopia are young,
male, and mostly in urban areas.

Like other social media users, Ethiopians use social
media to connect with their friends, share and source
information, news, among others. However, unlike
other countries, the actions of the Ethiopian government influenced the popularity and growth of social
media in Ethiopia. After the contested 2005 elections,
the Ethiopian government introduced laws like the Anti-Terrorism Proclamation No 652/20099 , the Freedom
of Mass Media and Access to Information Proclamation
No 590/2008, the Broadcasting Service Proclamation
No 533/2007, the Computer Crime Law 10 , and many
other laws and directives that effectively killed free
press and freedom of expression in the country.11
These laws facilitated the closing down of printing
presses, censored private media, forcing many journalists to exile and many others to prison.12 These actions
effectively made the government through the state
media, the only source of news and ‘truth’- forcing
ordinary citizens, activists, and others that wanted to
access an alternative source of information or explore
issues beyond the government’s agenda to resort to
social media. Many used social media to highlight the
everyday struggles and violations of human rights in
Ethiopia and challenge the single narrative run by
the government. #OromoProtests, #AmaharProtests,
#StopCensorship, #SomeonePleaseTellAzebMesfin, and
others were famous hashtags used to challenge the
state and its structures.
Social media gave many Ethiopians the autonomy to
speak, but this autonomy did not go unchallenged.
Like many authoritarian governments, the Ethiopian
government tried to control the discourse online and
influence the conversation. The Information Network
Security Agency (INSA)13 , at least within the previous government, monitored social media pages of
activists, journalists, opposition groups and ordinary
citizens with the aim of censoring and apprehending
those who spoke against human rights violations and
those who called for protests or complained about the
government. Many have been detained, tortured and
sentenced to jail for their social media posts under the
previous regime. The most notable case was brought
against Yonatan Tesfaye when he was charged for the
encouragement of terrorism’ for a Facebook post most
describe as activism.14 His charges later were changed
to inciting violence and he was charged under the
criminal code rather than the Anti-Terrorism Act.15
Moreover, in an attempt to influence the discourse
online, the previous government had paid social media
commentators to pose as regular internet users and
praise the ruling party, attack, harass and troll those

that contradicted the ‘official’ narrative.
However, the advent of a new government and the
rise of Abiy Ahmed has changed the social media
landscape in Ethiopia. Many who feared to engage on
social media are now encouraged to participate in the
online space. The government who previously used
social media to spy and deter citizens from speaking
up online is now active on social media. For instance,
previously all newsworthy government announcements
were announced on state-owned tv and radio stations
whereas now the Prime Minister, his spokesperson,
chief of staff, and other relevant government actors
are all using social media specifically Facebook and
Twitter to reach the public and announce important
happenings in the country. This action has leveled the
playing fields for the private and state-owned media
and their ability to break-news equally. However, even
though the utilisation of social media by the government has leveled the playing fields for the media, the
majority of Ethiopians are off line, and the
government needs to make sure they also have a
similar level of access to information as those online.
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used these platforms to reach a wider audience, run
their campaigns and also spread hate and fear. Videos containing false information that bore the logos
of BBC, CNN, NTV, and others were widely shared on
social media while the traditional media failed to adequately cover, verify and report on issues that were
prone to false information.17

In the Ethiopian context, the June 23rd, 2018 bombing at Meskel Square probably saw the highest proliferation of misinformation and disinformation. Many
on social media posted pictures of the alleged perpetrators of the attack and called for mob justice, only
to realise later after the damage was done that most
were innocent civilians that were themselves victims
of the attack. The traditional media, even though
most refrained from fanning the misinformation and
disinformation circulating on social media, were
unable to promptly provide credible information that
could counter the misinformation and disinformation
on social media.

Misuse of Social media
Compared to Ethiopia’s near and far neighbors, the
internet penetration rate and the presence of Ethiopians on social media is much lower. Even if this
number is quite low when compared to others, the
benefits and challenges of social media are present in
Ethiopia too. As much as social media has enabled the
masses to speak up, raise their voices, and organise
online and off line, it has also spread misinformation
and disinformation. Nefarious elements, social media
platforms and others have also misused users’ personal
information.

Misuse of Data

Technology and especially social media have been used
to spread false information intentionally and unintentionally. Misinformation is inaccurate information
shared unintentionally 16 and often happens when the
media reports wrong information or reports information that’s not independently verified. Disinformation
is false information often shared intentionally with the
aim of misleading the public. Misinformation and disinformation are not new phenomena; however, in the
digital age where millions of users online can view and
share content instantly, misinformation and disinformation have a massive impact. Machines or bots that
spew misleading and false content, targeted political
ads that are designated for a few selected users, and
algorithms designed to push viral content regardless
of its quality or veracity have amplified the impacts of
misinformation and disinformation.

Social media platforms spend billions of dollars to give
users free access to their platforms. At the core of
the business models of these platforms lies the users’
data - the users and their data are the product. Users'
data and personal information are packaged and sold
to the ad market, thus many labeling data as the new
oil. To give a very simplistic example, Facebook likes,
status posts, pictures, the places tagged, checked in,
Facebook friends, the unencrypted and private
conversation of users, and many other actions
performed on social media are all data points. These
data points are exploited and sold to advertising
companies, used to profile users so that advertisers
can target their ads, or used for political gains often
without the consent of the users. Governments across
the world are slowly waking up to the practices of
platforms and understand the critical issues of data
protection, misuse of data, privacy concerns and anticompetition and trust practices that have dominated
social media platforms.

The above factors and others have made social media
the new battleground for winning elections and persuading voters. For instance, during the 2017 Kenyan
elections, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and YouTube
were critical players in campaigns. Political parties

Around 87 million Facebook users, the majority in the
United States were victims of the Cambridge Analytica
scandal where Facebook gave a company called Cambridge Analytica access to users information without
users’ consent.18 Cambridge Analytica, based in the

Misinformation and Disinformation

United Kingdom, used Facebook users personal information to create custom-tailored political advertisements which often were in favor of Donald Trump. The
aim of these advertisements was either to persuade
users to vote for Donald Trump or convince them not
to vote at all. The same company helped get President Uhuru Kenyatta and Vice President William Ruto
get elected twice. Although this company did not
scrape data from Facebook or other social media platforms to influence voters in Kenya, it used Facebook,
Youtube, and other social media platforms to run hate
and smear campaigns and poison online conversation,
which often translates to offline action19, in favor of
their clients.20 Actions like Facebook posts, the pages’
likes, the content users engage with or their pictures on Instagram, what most consider to be simple
actions, are used to influence how users consume
information, what they decide to buy offline and
unfortunately how they cast their ballot. Other than
the issue of privacy and data protection, these actions
by platforms, the third parties that use users data for
this purpose, and the clients that buy these services
are all unethical and probably one of the biggest challenges to democracy in the 21st century.

In sum, social media in Ethiopia and beyond has
changed how people consume information, how they
organise social movements online and off line, and
how they interact within the public and private
sphere. The previous and current government in
Ethiopia has shut down the internet, blocked social
media pages, and cut off access to mobile data to
counter the positive and negative aspects of social
media.21 The traditional media which was until
recently the sole provider of information has now been
forced to tap into social media to reach more users
and source information. However, the lack of research
around how Ethiopians use social media, the gap in
digital literacy, and the lack of a data protection law
that would potentially protect the Ethiopian social
media users and most importantly the 2020 voter
from misinformation, disinformation, and misuse of
data makes the threat posed by social media real.
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not cease to exist. It´s a bit like communication in a
digital context. It stays. It splits. It goes viral.

How to become a propaganda
whistleblower

Another physical allegory is about disorder and chaos,
where a controlled movement always turns into uncontrolled energy. That is the course of nature. Chaos
always wins. And, in a digital environment – based on
an incalculable number of data bits and algorithms –
disorder seems to peak.
A lot has happened to the internet since its infancy in
the early 90’s. The initial intention to create an open,
democratic, transparent and flat organisation quite
quickly turned into a situation where algorithms and
a certain direction. For commercial, political, religious, or just rude reasons. With a fragmented media
supply and an individualised media use, the gap between humans and institutions grows, and populism is
spreading like a lethal virus in all corners of the globe.

Ewa Thorslund.

Ewa Thorslund emphasizes the need for
media and information literacy to defend
freedom of speech and democracy in an era
of digital disinformation.
The thesis “nothing disappears, everything remains”
is one of the conservation laws in physics and chemistry. Atoms never, ever vanish. They stay put. They can
reshape, change, hide or decompose… but, they do

According to Freedom House, democracy in the world
is in retreat, and hostile forces challenge institutions
that are meant to protect political rights and civil liberties. Journalism is undermined by legal harassment
and smear campaigns. The fact that almost everyone
–
costs – has become a digital publisher and producer
seems to transform the traditional publishing house to
a mistrusted institution. This in turn opens up hate
and threats directed against journalists.
We all live in an increasingly polarised society where
grow. Where Twitter storms replace nuanced public
instead of zooming out to get a more holistic picture.
In this context we need to defend the basic principles
of democracy, an open society, and the freedom of
speech.

5 free digital tools you can use to become a propaganda whistle blower.
1.AfricaCheck

checks if a range of African political parties kept their election promises or not. https://africacheck.org/
2. Media Monitoring Africa (MMA)
MMA promotes ethical and fair journalism which supports human rights. It has some very useful digital tools for journalis
identify if the site you are browsing contains credible or dodgy news. https://www.mediamonitoringafrica.org/
3. The Amnesty YouTube Dataviewer

essential when verifying a YouTube video.The upload time which is not clearly depicted on the video page is critical in he
tool such as Google Image or TinEye and see where else online these images appear. Amnesty International has other usef
4. Tineye

5. The Poynter Institute
The Poynter Institute is a USA journalism training school which offers a range of free webinars and training. Their free we
ing information online. https://www.poynter.org/shop/webinar/fact-check/
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We as humans need to strengthen our abilities to
handle hate, threats, misinformation and propaganda
in times when the traditional gate keepers – and
cyber sea of fake news and malicious propaganda as
through social media. When opinions and ideas might
be unchallenged, and when established facts and
science have to make space for denialism. Where the
traditional business case for publishers (to sell a physical newspaper) is dead and buried, forcing the media
producers to put up pay walls, which in turns opens up
the space for digital sharing and dealing with “home
made” news and emotionally controlled information.

Contemporary communication is based on less and
less text, and more and more images. Everywhere. In
commercials, in mobile interaction, in news, in social
relate to images 24/7. But, the tricky thing is that the
picture – as a phenomenon – easily bypasses the part
of the brain where common sense and intellect lives.
like the old adage… ”a picture says more than a thousand words”.
One lesson learned from the recent elections in the US
- and the Brexit process - is that it´s getting more and
It´s not easy to understand how the so called Average

The African Election Promise Tracker which

sts like thedownloadable KnowNews extension. If you care about sharing news that is credible, this extension helps you

elping determine the origin of a video.The thumbnails are useful because you can plug them into a reverse image search
eful fact-checking tools on its Citizen Evidence Lab. https://citizenevidence.org/2014/07/01/youtube-dataviewer/

ebinar Fact-Check It: Digital Tools to Verify Everything Online shares some of the best tools, tips and methods for verify-

Joe in the street thinks and votes anymore. This is
ironic considering that we communicate in the public arena of social media more than ever. This can be
explained by a new logic when it comes to how we influence each other in the digital era. Before, we were
more influenced by traditional authorities in society
like politicians, teachers, parents etc. Now, we are
more affected by other kind of influencers who share
information, ideas and opinions in the social media
context. So, the fact that we consume more information than ever, doesn´t automatically mean that we
are more informed.
We live in a digital world where fewer and more
powerful global actors control the IT and media sector
– all along the value chain – from technology and content development, to retail and distribution. They own
the whole business. At the same time, governments
around the world are tightening control over citizens’
data and using claims of “fake news” to suppress
dissent, eroding trust in the internet as well as the
foundations of democracy When online propaganda
and disinformation is increasingly poisoning the digital
sphere, and the unbridled collection of personal data
(often resting in massive so called data lakes) breaks
down traditional notions of privacy, we all need education and cultivation to build resilience in a society
where:
• Code is law
• Journalism based on publishing ideals is declining
• Tailor made solutions are facilitated to media
audiences
• And, user generated content – and personal
information – is transformed into a commodity.
Digitalisation has in many ways democratised the
public space, but it´s important that everyone can
take part in the public debate without risking the
fundamental principles of freedom of expression.
People need to be media literate and be critical of
information sources in order for democracy to survive.
But, there are no quick fixes when it comes to fighting
propaganda, fake news and misinformation. We must
also fight the underlying structural problems in our
societies which have led to a growing mistrust towards
established institutions and journalists. Today – with
information everywhere and anytime – it´s so easy to
create your own media diet that locks you up in your
own little digital eco chamber, never exposed to views,
facts or experiences that challenge and disprove your
inherent biases or prejudices. This might be the only
way to survive when the amount of information grows
exponentially. It might also be a road to alienation and
radicalization.
Media and information literacy is a crucial ability when
we are not only consumers, but producers, publishers
and distributors in a digital context. In just a couple of
years we have moved from SMS to Snapchat and Instagram, from bloggs to vloggs. We decode visual messages 24/7. Instead of handling the classical definition
of source criticism – with questioning, comparing and
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analysing texts and sources – we must all understand
and relate to new phenomena like search
optimisation. algorithms, and native advertising.
There is also a need to extend the meaning of source
criticism and to understand the significance and
power of a narrative, of semiotics, and the classic art
of dramaturgy and rhetoric. We have stories
everywhere. Every second someone wants to convince
us of something, for commercial, political or religious
purposes. It is important to be able to see the
patterns. This places great demands on people young and old - to retain a critical view of
information and sometimes sharply an-gled messages
that we come across in both traditional and digital
media.
When it comes to for example violent and extremist
propaganda - whatever direction or milieu the
communication comes from; criminal syndicates, the
extreme right, the extreme left or packaged as a
religious ideology - there are great similarities in at
least four thematic areas which include:
•
sharp dichotomies,
•
a clear self-defence rhetoric,
•
the world is explained through conspiratory
framework narratives
•
and there is an idealisation of direct action
coupled with contempt for discussion and consensus
solutions.

The critical attitude does not – unfortunately - stop
the sender from using for example material gathered
from mainstream media, which is then provided with
their own contextualisation in order to confirm their
own images of the world. But, by being aware of these
basic approaches and techniques, you´will be able
to vaccinate yourself against the viral untruths that
attempt to distort your reality.
Ewa Thorslund is the author of four books focusing
on issues of digitalization and integrity. She recently completed a six year assignment by the Swedish
government as Director General at the Swedish Media
Council. She is the former public affairs expert at the
Swedish IT and Telecom Industries; and former head of
department at the National Swedish Board for Industrial and Technical Development.

REFERENCES
(https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2019)
ii
Freedom on the Net 2018, The Rise of Digital
Authoritarianism, Freedom house).
i
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The Mobile Democracy Lab
By Ewa Thorslund

used daily by people from all of society. The primary
target group for the tutorial material and workshops
(connected to the exhibition) are young people aged
between 13 and 19. But, since the exhibition itself is
open to the public, anyone can enjoy and benefit from
it.

In 2017, The Museum of Work (Arbetets museum), one
of Sweden’s national museums, took the initiative to
produce the exhibition – The Mobile Democracy Lab based on an educational tool kit from the Swedish Media Council on Propaganda and the power of images.
The vast experience of the museum, in combination
with the tool kit from the Media Council, made a perfect foundation in the process of creating an experiential learning exhibition to support teachers in their
everyday work, teaching about the power and impact
of visual culture and communication. The combination
of a government authority and a national museum
opened up great opportunities to establish firmly and
to reach out to relevant target groups throughout
Sweden.
The idea of the Mobile Democracy Lab was then presented to the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, the
National Library of Sweden, and Sensus Study Association and they all decided to take an active part in
the initiative. And what connected these participating
parties was the awareness of how the public debate is
being threatened by undemocratic forces. They saw an
emerging need to strengthen the resilience of society
when facing how facts and research are met by denialism, and by repressive forces working actively against
an open and pluralistic society.
The target - from the beginning - was to set up the
three identical mobile exhibitions (labs) in 30 different cities throughout Sweden in the first year. The
venues identified for best outcome, reach, quality and
for local anchoring were the Swedish public libraries.
An open, admission free, public space visited and

The museum has now developed - in collaboration with
the Swedish Institute – a customized Mobile Democracy
Lab, as part of their toolkit Fake or Fact, for use in
countries outside of Sweden and within the governmental initiative “Sharing Sweden” - an initiative to
share experiences and tools intended for an international audience.

The Mobile Democracy Lab was launched as the Fake/Fact Lab at the
"Promoting Journalism and Democracy in Practice– Media Reform in a Time
of Change" conference in Addis Ababa on the 9th and 10th of April 2019.
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#I CHECK

As part of a Swedish Ethiopian student exchange co-ordinated by Nigussu Solomon, Nubia media’s Deputy
CEO, a joint project to come up with a way of combatting propaganda and disinformation was devised
Solomon Shiferaw from the Addis Ababa Institute of
Technology joined forces with Marcus Roth and Louise
Fransson, from the Royal Institute of Technology in
science, and together through weekly skype conversations thought of ideas to increase media literacy and
unity among the people of Ethiopia.
To begin with they analysed what the most important
aspects of media literacy are, such as rating the
wording. They then came up with ideas to spread this
information to as many people as possible. For example they noticed that animation videos are appealing,
but including catchy music in the videos would enable
the message to reach people without internet access
using radio too. They also discussed an exhibition in
a van, which would be able to travel between villages
with photo-stories, VR movies and interactive games
which possibly could change the perspective on media
coverage by for example letting the audience try out
the role as an editor.

Swedish Ethiopian
student exchange.
Text

The students discovered that in many ways Ethiopia
and Sweden are similar, for example both countries
have to deal with the problem of fake news spreading
media in both countries. However, they concluded that
Ethiopia has experienced more serious incidents due
to fake news dissemination than Sweden has. Another
state owned TV channels, all are publically funded or
privately owned. They also learnt that it really takes
only phone meetings - an experience that was somewhat stressful but also rewarding!
The idea the students came up with was to start an
#ICHECK movement with youth from both countries
joining up to expose false narratives, disinformation
and misinformation. The mascot for this movement is
a superhero Fact-Checker who has no particular gender or ethnicity who exposes false rumours and fake
news for what they are and who stars in a range of
animation video clips.

Text
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1.Turn to the People

4 new ways to cover elections
freely and fairly

By Cathrine Gyldensted
Rwanda is one of the most devastating examples of
what happens when propaganda trumps truth- the media played a significant role in mobilising and orchestrating the genocide which cost the lives of + 800.000
Rwandans. A role that has been identified and analysed in research papers, following the cataclysmic
events of 1994.
So, how do we produce the best possible reporting,
when propaganda is turned up, especially when an
election is coming up?
Good journalists and reporters are always independent
from power holders. We never act as microphone holders or uncritical disseminators of politicians’ message
tracks. And, we are not just talking about independence from the formal power holders, like a President,
a Prime Minister or a ruling party. Remember: Power-holders are also the opposition. Never forget, that
the opposition also often use media and journalists if
they can, to disseminate their message to voters, - as
do those holding power. Your scrutiny and independence also covers people in top positions in the world
of finance, banking and business. All sources have a
motive to speak to journalists. So, always ask yourself why you are being told, what you are being told,
scrutinise the reasons and make a conscious decision
on what to publish and how you frame it.
You might ask how can we work against these dynamics? And how can we implement viable work methods,
which can realistically be applied when we cover
elections?
In their essence, free and fair elections are the beacon
of sound democracies. So as journalists we need to ask
ourselves what role we could play to ensure elections
are indeed free and fair. For a great journalist, who
seeks to produce quality journalism in the time of
elections, here are some tips to strengthen your coverage, be accurate while steering away from stereotypes
and being used by politicians:
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My best advice is to turn to the people. Cover citizens,
their local communities, their challenges - but also
their hopes and dreams for the nation they live in. So,
turn away from the automated coverage of politicians
and their message tracks. A Danish regional Radio
station has made it their practice to have designated
political shows, where politicians are not welcome.
Instead, the issues are discussed by the people who
are affected and impacted by the issues. If a hospital
has problems with treating cancer patients, it´s the
patients, their relatives, doctors, nurses and health
experts who discuss how the issue can be solved. Not,
how the issue can escalate, but how it can be solved.
Maybe, get inspiration from the Dutch online media,
De Correspondent, who are successfully harnessing
the knowledge and inputs from their readers. De
Correspondent calls the readers “the largest untapped
resource in journalism”. So, for a more accurate portrayal of the world, we need less politicians and more
citizens.

2. Activate People
When you have turned to the people, now go ahead
and activate them. Instead of seeing journalistic
reports as a one-way street, start a conversation with
your readers, listeners or viewers. With social media,
this has become more easy than ever. Ask your citizens
about what they want answered? What are the topics
closest to their hearts and life, when they are about
to cast their vote in an election? And, when they have
responded, answer back. Let them know, how you are
acting on their feedback. Report back - and ask them
new questions. It´s not so difficult, just see it as a
conversation, not a one way report.
In Nigeria, they have developed Tracka. Tracka enables people to collaborate and track capital projects
in their community. It is a network of active citizens
who track projects in the budget and report back. This
enables the Tracka team to send the information and
verifications they have gotten through the Tracka app
from citizens - directly to the responsible entities in
government. This empowers citizens to demand accountability and progress on projects they have been
promised.

3. Steer away from stereotyping and
polarised reporting
In American journalism the struggle is to accurately
report on issues that American citizens care about. Instead, the media is falling into the trap of he-said-she
said dynamics, where everything is interpreted and
fitted into a for-or-against Donald Trump narrative. Do
not make the same mistake where you are. Reality is
much more than two camps pitted against each other.
Try, first of all to become conscious about whether
you are reporting from the “two-camps-worldview”. If
so, move out of that dynamic. Ask yourself, who is in

the middle - or outside the two camps? What are the
voices and people, who are being overlooked in such
a journalistic reporting climate? Look them up. Ask
them, what is important to them? What do they hope
for? What are their visions for a better future? What
would it take to get there? Will they take action, to
get there? How?
The New York Times did a depolarising experiment
after Donald Trump got elected president in 2016.
They produced a series of podcasts named “I Voted
Clinton. You Voted Trump. Let’s Talk”, where voters
who were friends or family members who voted for
opposite sides , sit down for a talk. The most inspiring thing about the project were the questions asked.
See the sidebar for an adaptation of the questions to
suit the Ethiopian context and take them back to your
reporting, tweak them if needed and use them. You
could then be facilitating a debate between opposites, which can foster highly interesting nuances and
insights. A valuable journalistic result, in itself.
More recently, Die Zeit in Germany has developed a
software system, free to use for any media organisation, who want to get voters across their nation to
physically meet up and talk, together. Described as a
“Political Tinder” system, “My Country Talks” is free
for any newsrooms who seek to participate.
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QUESTIONS THAT CAN BE PUT TO
FRIENDS OR FAMILY MEMBERS WHO
VOTE FOR OPPOSING POLITICAL
PARTIES
1. Who did you vote for and why?
2. What was the most important issue for you?
3. Why is that issue the most important for you?
4. How do you think our views came to be so
different?
5. Has it been difficult to talk to me about this
election? If so, why?
6. Do my views influence your politics at all?
7. What do you think most needs to change in
Ethiopia?
8. Are you uncomfortable about any aspect of
how Ethiopia is changing?
9. Do you feel ignored or misunderstood as a voter? If so, for how long? What could you do change
this for the better?
10. What do you think we can agree on?

4. Ask for people´s experience, NOT
their opinion!
Lastly, an easy and applicable tool, that requires no
internet access, but just a smart reporter: When interviewing people about heated and controversial issues,
ask them not about their opinion, but about their
experience. When people talk from opinion, it is often
based on myths, beliefs, gossip or political spin. The
result is often a shrill tone, which does not reflect reality, but raises the alarm level in any national debate.
Instead, when you ask for people´s experience, most
often what comes out is reflective, authentic and
honest - very rarely shrill - and a productive stepping
stone for nuanced journalistic election coverage.
Cathrine Gyldensted has worked in news journalism
for +19 years. She has spearheaded new constructive
methods in news reporting since 2011. @CGyldensted

FIND MORE INFO HERE
https://medium.com/de-correspondent/reinventing-the-rolodex-why-were-asking-our-60-000members-what-they-know-9be6a857c340i
http://www.tracka.ng/
https://www.facebook.com/trackanigeria/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/18/podcasts/
how-could-you-19-questions-to-ask-loved-oneswho-voted-the-other-way.html
https://www.mycountrytalks.org/
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MEDIA BUSINESSES
SURVIVAL OF THE
FITTEST
CHAPTER 6
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papers in which the information consumer has little
interaction with content creation and remains largely
passive.

Time to think afresh
Getachew T. Alemu discusses why traditional Ethiopian media has to innovate
new marketing strategies, audience analytics and multiple platforms to adapt to the
needs of consumers.
Despite the sizable shift global and regional media
is witnessing, Ethiopian media largely remains traditional, in both form and business models. Little has
changed in the way content is created, delivered and
paid for. This, however, does not mean that there is no
change at all.
A new and budding media is emerging in the online
space. And this ranges from dedicated news sites to
content aggregators, from tube channels to group-operated social media pages, from online radio to digital
magazines. With this shift has also came a change in
the way the media generates revenues.
Broadly speaking, we can classify the media outlets
currently operating into two – legacy media and new
media. The former entails radio, television and news-

In contrast, with new media the content creation is
largely interactive and the information value chain is
less hierarchical. These differences in the way content is created also means that the business models
differ.

Legacy media versus new media
Ever since its introduction, the legacy media in Ethiopia has seen little change in its business model. Establishment financing either comes from state resources,
donor money or private individual equity. For television and radio, consumption of information does not
have a price tag, except one-of investment in devices.
For newspapers and magazines, the price tag comes in
the form of cover price.
The legacy media earn revenue from subscription fees,
annual license fees (in the case of television), sponsorships, cost sharing agreements with enterprises and
other entities, subsidies, air time sales, collaborative
content creation schemes, third party content distribution and so on. Yet, traditional advertising constitutes a large part of the revenue stream, from 80 to
90%, according to some studies.
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The new media operates on a completely different
model. Often, establishment finance comes from
individual contributors. In some cases, it is even free
to develop these online media platforms. Most of the
new media platforms involve a small team of two
to five journalists. While costs range from website
hosting costs to direct content creation costs, revenue
also varies in type and amount. Revenues come from
display ads, pay-per-click, subscriptions, pay walls,
subsidies, sponsorship and cost sharing arrangements.
Although the world has come to realize that content is
money, the maxim is not well absorbed in the Ethiopian media space. Quality of content remains low, with
consistency being a rare element. Specialization, professionalism, balance, ethical oversight and collaborations are seriously lacking in the media space. For instance, using tube channels to disseminate unverified
information about officials and public figures is widely
common. Sensationalizing headlines and failing to give
all sides equal treatment while reporting is prevalent
amongst print media journalists. Transmitting content (music, and movies) that often contradicts social
norms is also common amongst the broadcast media.

Serving consumers with quality content
Creativity in content creation and innovation in delivery mechanisms are also in short supply in both mediums. As such, similar content is often seen circulating
on all mediums, with little variance in form.

have part time marketing staff. Identification, segmentation, targeting and engaging consumers is a process
still alien to most of Ethiopian media outlets. The
small number of marketing staff in media outlets are
not well trained, empowered to decide and provided
with clear operational guidelines. Hence, their effort
is largely individuated.
The fact that the media is not well resourced has
made it risk sensitive. As such, experimenting on new
modes of generating revenues is not common. The
dominant perspective is doing what is usual and staying safe. But the reality is that the usual is not safe.
As more consumers obtain a large part of their information from social media, utilizing social media for
both marketing as well as generating revenues is vital.
This, however, is not easy (especially for the legacy
media) as successful absorption of social media in the
marketing efforts of media outlets entails adjustment
in content creation, staffing, resource management
and other operational aspects.
Going online, in and of itself, does not guarantee
success. Success in the digital space involves effective monetization strategies and flexibility in content
creation.
One way or the other, it is vital to understand that the
times have changed and the usual way of doing media
is no more financially viable. Adjusting to the new age
requires structural and behavioral change from media
organizations and personnel.

Poor content quality translates into poor financial
standing of the media. Coupled with the challenging
environment, from both a regulatory and operational
perspective, the profitability of media is precarious.
This is evident in the shortening life space of media,
with a majority of outlets going out of business in less
than a year.
From a business perspective there is a gulf between
Ethiopian media and how the global media is evolving.
While the global media is evolving into multi-platform enterprises, Ethiopian media remain with linear
portfolios. Although there are media outlets (such as
Fortune, Reporter, Fana Broadcasting Corporate, Horn
Affairs, Addis Insight,…) that try to diversify their content portfolio, their attempts lack consistency.
None of the media companies in the country have
a comprehensive and functionally flexible marketing
strategy. Hence, the way they sell their products and
services is largely guided by gut feeling. And there
also is almost no effort to guide market efforts with
consumer data. Some receive analytical reports from
service providers, such as Google Analytics, but they
do not use them to guide their sales.
The case is worse with the legacy media, as their revenue effort is unnecessarily focused on display ads and
cover price as if content sells itself. Most lack or only

As the global experience shows, the era is one wherein media outlets ought to grow to be multi-platform
enterprises and experimental in nature. Leaving
their traditional linear approach, media outlets need
to create an institutional structure that can create
customized information for multiple platforms and
deliver it in the new ways that consumers need them.
In a practical sense, this entails having a system that
creates text, picture, audio, video, interactive blogs,
updates, tweets and others all at the same time. This
also means constantly monitoring consumer behavior using new analytical tools and provide them with
targeted content. The earlier the media realizes the
importance of adopting such a model, the better. Failing to do so will deprive citizens’ critical information,
with the void to be filled with propaganda and misinformation.
Getachew T. Alemu is an investment consultant and
former Deputy Editor-in-Chief of Fortune. He is a frequent contributor to Addis Standard, Ethiopia Insight,
Ethiopia Observer and other media.
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7 Ways To Build A Winning Newspaper Brand
Mike Robertson writes about what editors
need to get the reader to spend as-long-as
possible reading your paper, cellphone app or
digital edition.

never be as strong as they once were. But that was
also true of the arrival of radio and television. Then,
as must happen now, newspapers survived by focusing
on their core strength – providing information assessed
and asserted by someone you trust.
Reader engagement is key. To prosper you need to get
the reader to spend as-long-as possible reading your
paper, cellphone app or digital edition. So, here’s how
to do it:

1.It’s Not About You

The death of the newspaper is not inevitable. It is,
however, increasingly probable. The real culprits are
not digital and social media, but owners and editors. It
is they who have abandoned their readers, not the
readers who have abandoned their newspapers.

The people who matter most in media are the readers.
Define your target audience, research and understand
their needs, then shape your product to address those
needs. Editors and owners come and go, if readers go
brands die.

Take my country South Africa, for example. The front
pages of the largest English-language dailies are used
by the owner to defend his dubious business practices. Newsrooms have been gutted. Instead of actual
reporting we are fed a daily diet of what some non-entity or the other had to say in the latest toxic social
media spat.

2.Know Your Role

Balance has been thrown overboard. In their haste to
be first with something, editors publish stories so full
of holes that there is little to distinguish this allegedly
professional work from that of the millions of amateurs on twitter. Politics is covered like a verbal
boxing match. Banalities and even blatant lies put out
by minor celebrities and politicians on social media
make their way into print the following day.
Let’s accept that in a digital age, newspapers will

Success happens only when owners, publishers and
editors recognise and respect the different roles they
need to perform and support each other. Owners appoint editors, give them a mandate and let them get
on with the job. Successful editors know that brands
which don’t make money don’t survive. The New York
Times’s answer to resolving this tension is this best I
have encountered: Editorial excellence is essential for
profitability, profits sustain editorial excellence.

3.Know Which Business You Are In
Anyone with a cellphone can publish news or their
interpretation of it. To be a winning media brand you
need to realise you are in the KNOWLEDGE business.

This sets a winning brand apart.

4.Know Your Readers’ Interests
Laddering is a very useful research technique when
trying to determine the interests of your target audience. Essentially you keep asking the question why?
Why do you read a newspaper? A daily? A weekly? This
newspaper? The answers will inevitably include the
following:
Trust – I read the paper because I trust what I am
being told is true.
Knowledge – I read the paper because it makes me
knowledgeable and enables me to get ahead.
Family – The reason I want to get ahead is because I
want to be able to provide for my family. But also, I
read this newspaper because it has sections which are
interesting to my parents, my partner, my children, my
grandchildren.
Entertainment – I read this newspaper because it
helps me relax. It gives me ideas of what to do in my
leisure time, it makes me laugh.

5.Dig Deeper
Use the same layering technique to dig deeper into the
drivers and ask:
Knowledge about what? What do your family members
want to know about? What entertains you?
Areas of readers interest most often neglected by
newspapers are in my experience: coverage of local
government, education, health, property and human-interest stories (the best ones are found in the
courts).
The interests of older people are often entirely ignored, although they are the wealthiest, most committed-readers and are living longer. Ignore them at
your peril.

6.Respect
When other mediums gain notoriety by spreading what
is fake, it is imperative that newspapers set themselves apart by publishing only what they know is true
If you have a press code, train your staff to know the
rules and abide them. If you don’t, get one. It is there
to protect the interest of readers but ultimately it is
there to protect newspapers. Don’t be shy about abiding by a code. Boast about it. It sets you apart from
the liars.
Introduce strict accuracy checks - the largest survey
of US newspapers found that getting basic facts such
as people’s names and ages incorrect was the primary
cause of them losing their readers’ trust.
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Senior editors need to be a final check, asking questions such as: Who is the source? Are we being used
to settle scores? Why are we running this story? Is it
in the public interest? In the febrile environment in
which I worked political opponents and indeed people
in the same party would leak or even manufacture
information to damage their opponents or advance
themselves.
Appoint a Readers’ Editor who not only deals with
complaints, but on a weekly basis randomly contacts
people quoted or mentioned in stories to ask them if
they had any problems with your coverage.
But getting it right is just the first step. There is also a
need to provide context and the back story.
It is no longer sufficient to point out that there is a
problem (e.g. corruption in a government department)
without explaining why it happened and providing
possible solutions, including what your readers could
do about it.
Respect also means recognizing what owners, publishers and editors and or journalists think is important
is not necessarily what readers think is important. A
good maxim to obey is that of the former editor of the
London Sunday Times Harold Evans: Treat serious subjects in a popular manner and treat popular subjects
seriously.

7. Sell your story
No matter how good the content of your newspaper
you won’t get readers unless you make it easy for
them to navigate your content. Concentrate your
efforts on:
• Telling stories as succinctly as possible.
• Getting as many entry points on a page
as possible. People are time starved. They
want to find out as much as possible as
quickly as possible.
• Pace - Readers need a mixture of short
and long articles to keep them interested.
Finally, don’t be scared to experiment but also don’t
hesitate to ditch new features or products that fail to
win approval from readers. Use the innovation that
digital media has made possible to constantly engage
with them. When your research tells you that readers
are spending more than an hour with your product you
will know your brand is a winner.
Mike Robertson is the former editor of South Africa’s
biggest circulating Sunday newspaper The Sunday
Times and the former Managing Director of Times
Media Limited, now Tiso Blackstar, the owners of The
Sunday Times, Business Day, Financial Mail, Timeslive,
The Sowetan, Sunday World, The Herald and Daily
Dispatch.

Problem

Making media success stories in an
age of digital disruption
Christopher J. Hajecki explores some
solutions to the economic challenges media
face by showcasing case studies of internallydriven strategies and business model
innovation.
Recent headlines from Africa and the Global South
convey both the difficulties traditional media
business-es face and the triumphs of new approaches.
With the latter seemingly less frequent, it’s becoming
central to media houses’ sustainability to understand
what is working elsewhere and how to translate those
suc-cesses into better results locally. Why has the
media business today been great for some and
devastating for others? The answer lies in the critical
role that business models are playing after the digital
communi-cations revolution.

A Business Model
A business model is how a company creates value
for customers. For media, these customers typically
include audiences and advertisers. It also consists of
how the organisation delivers that value, and the associated costs and revenues i. There are other important pieces that play into the business model, including
a company’s partners, key activities, resources, cost
structure, value proposition, customer relationships,
platforms, customer segments, and revenue streams.
Understanding the business models is important because they determine the financial success a media
organisation has when creating and delivering value. If
any piece of the puzzle is inappropriate, the model
may not be sustainable.

Four essential elements of business
models:
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Today, numerous environmental, societal, and political factors are pressuring the already distressed
news media in Africa and the Global South. A long list
of economic factors adds to the pressure. In a 2018
study and report on South African Media, Professor
Harry Dugmore suggests the country’s outlook for news
media is uncertain. Falling print circulation; audiences
migrating to other platforms; the shrinking resources
committed to investigative reporting – all affect the
ability of media organisations to monetise their content.ii These larger trends are also amplified by media
organization’s own ineffective management, poor
operational execution, and lack of access to financing.
Though each African market is inherently different,
similar challenges occur across the continent iii.

Solution
The following discussion focuses on internal strategies and business model concept to overcome these
challenges. The ideas are discussed in connection with
case studies of media houses that have shown success. Independent African media houses looking at the
external media environment often see a bleak landscape. Yet some media houses are doing big things—
and they are doing them internally.
In the short and medium-term, business success rarely
comes only through improvements in external environments. Even in cases where formerly closed media
markets open and experience reforms, media houses
lacking strong internal management, in conjunction
with well-formed business models, will not thrive.
The place to begin is with putting the right professional managers in place. The discussions below examine
case studies of media houses that have accomplished
sustainability and share a snapshot of their business
models and operations.

1.Crowd-sourcing and Membership:
De Correspondent, Why Trustworthy
Journalism Pays

Revenue Streams: The various types of income
media houses generate from operations
Cost Structures: The costs and expenses that
media houses incur while operating
Key Resources: The most important assets required to make a business model work
Key Activities: The most important tasks in executing a value proposition

Photo source: facebook.com/pg/decorrespondent/photos

Against a global background of shrinking newsrooms,
examples still exist of financially-successful news
media that produce long-form investigative reporting.
Amsterdam based De Correspondent (DC), founded in
2013 with €1 million in crowd-funding, is an ad-free
platform where membership fees support in-depth
topic-based journalism. Without chasing ad dollars,
the company seeks to break through the daily news
cycle and help members better understand the world
around them . Rather than force-feeding audiences
the latest breaking news headlines or other targeted
click-bait, DC is incentivised to do just the opposite:
investigate topics its readers care about and that are
seldom reported in the headlines. DC has built its
business model on trust. All aspects of its model take
this into account. Trust is established at every point,
including eliciting readers as expert sources and fully
disclosing its financial performance. This trust is the
bedrock of the organisation’s membership model,
which claims 60,000 members who generate approximately $4.5 million in annual revenue v.

during discussions after a story is published; and as
funders. The organisation’s online platform, its
point of contact with customers, is an important
resource. Key competencies for creating a premium
user inter-face and experience are vital, along with
constant monitoring and rigorous technical support.
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2. Filling a Content Vacuum in Malaysia: BFM
Business Radio

Business Model Snapshot
Revenue
78% Membership fees
14% Book publishing
5.6% Speaking fees
Cost Structure
45.4% Editorial staff and freelance writers
17.9% Technology
8.8% Image-maker salaries and fees
-Other small costs not-disclosed here
Key Resources
Editorial staff
Online platform
Key Activities
Researching and writing topical-based, in-depth stories
Communicating with members
Managing a structure where writers drive the newsroom
-Facilitating book publishing
-Developing and maintaining its online platform

What makes the model work?
DC hires exceptional journalists who report in depth
and engage with members. These correspondents are
the organisation’s most valued resources. The skills
that go into creating top-notch investigative reporting
are rare, and DC has assembled an outstanding team.
In the ad-free environment, they retain a steady
focus on first-class reporting, rather than creating
eye-catching thumbnails or click-bait headlines. DC
employs a disciplined editorial management structure
that pushes decision-making down, allowing journalists to drive the newsroom and story creation vi.DC
focuses on what creates value for its members. It
does this through researching, writing and editing indepth journalism focused on specific topics its
members care about. It communicates with members
in many ways: as contributors during story
development; as debaters

Photo source: http://www.rnadia.com

Business Model Snapshot
Revenue
45% Advertising
40% Program sponsorship
10% Events
5% Digital
Cost Structure
65% Staff
5% Transmission.
Other undisclosed costs
Key Resources
People
Studios Facilities
Equipment
Key Activities
Researching, producing, and presenting content
Direct sales, and advertising solution development
Creating and hosting events

Radio business models, including transitional radio,
have room for growth in many markets. Local radio
can be good business: with relatively low start-up and
operating costs, and limited space requirements, radio
can be a cost-effective way to reach large audiences,
particularly in places with low digital penetration. A
radio station’s success hinges less on physical assets
and squarely on hiring talented content creators, generating advertising sales, curbing unnecessary costs,
and being original.
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That said, local radio is often restricted in various
emerging and developing countries. Its role in the
Rwanda genocide has led privately-held radio to be
banned in Somaliland. In other countries, such as
Myanmar, governments retain control over the medium. Yet where it can operate, it fills a vital role in the
media ecosystem. What makes a radio station succeed? According to Malek Ali, CEO of BFM, a Business
Radio Station in Malaysia, it is identifying and filling a
market’s “content vacuum” vii.
A content vacuum exists when the market is looking
for content that is not readily available, or not available at the time slots - or in the medium - they want
to consume it. For example, business talk and business-related learning was not available in Malaysia
during business commuting times. In Kuala Lumpur,
with its many entrepreneurial and business-minded
commuters, a business-oriented radio station had
huge potential … if it could fill a content vacuum. BFM
seized that opportunity viii.

African Examples
Mama FM in Uganda, was set up in 2001 by the
Uganda Media Women’s Association. It is an interest-formatted station. Its focus is on content
helpful and interesting to women in the area.
Radio Humuriza in Zambia, was set up in 2005.
It’s a demographically formatted station, focused
on youth. Its content is ranging, but targeted at
mostly young people. Interactive programs on
youth issues, religion, culture, entertainment,
education, health, technology, and music are all
on its air-waves.
Radio Kwizera in Northwest Tanzania, was set up
in 1995. It covers Northwest Tanzania, Eastern
parts of Rwanda, Burundi and part of the DRC.
The station was set up to inform the people on a
wide range of subjects. Today the station covers
news, and general interests of the communities it
reaches.

Radio Market Development Stages

Unforma�ed

Demographically
Forma�ed

Interest
Forma�ed

When searching for content vacuums, it is important
to understand what development stage the market
is in. Ali notes there may be three; unformatted,
demographically-formatted, and interest-formatted.
BFM entered the Malaysian market when it was at
stage three, in 2008. Kuala Lumpur transitioned from
unformatted to a demographically-formatted radio
city around 1995 ix. These stages are illustrated in the
diagram below, and may help radio entrepreneurs understand what type of station to launch or evolve.

STAGE 3

Business Sta�ons
Women’s Talk Sta�ons
Sports Only Sta�ons

Interest-focused Format
Segmented, by-Program Targe�ng
Slicker Sound and Content

STAGE 2

Contemporary Hit Sta�ons
Pop and Pop Culture Sta�ons
News Sta�ons

Demographic-based Format
Gender and Age Targe�ng
More Uniform Sound and Content

STAGE 1

Government Owned Sta�ons
General Content Sta�ons
Unforma�ed Sta�ons

Limited Thought to Format
General Public Targe�ng
Spo�y Content

When Radio is Not Enough
As with most traditional news mediums, radio revenues are becoming more elusive as audiences fragment
and digital spending increases. To overcome these
losses and increase growth potential, media houses
must evolve towards diversified revenue models. This
includes both new online and offline revenue streams.
Event marketing, new to BFM’s offerings, was initiated
several years ago in a move to diversify into offline
revenue streams. Today, events account for more
than ten percent of total revenues. This expansion
has more than just revenue benefits: it is a win-winwin for BFM.

The first win was BFM’s advantage over other event
organizers, because it leveraged its brand to attract
attendees and sponsorship dollars. The second was
BFM’s use of its existing media platforms to cost-effectively co-promote the events on-air. And the third win
was when the successful event strengthened the BFM
brand, helping attract new potential listeners to the
station and visitors to the website x.
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Business Model Snapshot
Revenue
70% TV program sponsorships
20% TV advertising
10% Events
Cost Structure
50% Editorial and production
30% Sales and marketing
-Other small costs not-disclosed here
Key Resources
People (editorial, producers, and sales) /Production
and broadcast equipment/ Brand
Key Activities
Producing and marketing programs
Direct selling programs sponsorships
Naturally integrating sponsors into programs

3. An Editorially-Sound Approach to
Program Sponsorships: DVB TV
For television and radio broadcasters producing their
own content, program sponsorships can be huge revenue generators. And if the right program is matched
with the right sponsor, for the right reasons, editorial
integrity should remain sound. At the Democratic Voice
of Burma (DVB), an independent television broadcaster
in Myanmar, program sponsorships accounted for 70%
of commercial revenues, and helped the media house
transition away from surviving only on donor funding xi.
For example, in 2017, when DVB launched a farmer’s education program called, “Modern Farm”, the
program was fully sponsored by commercial companies
even before the first episode aired. The program’s
content included topics like fertilization, irrigation
techniques, and how to add value to harvested crops.
When considering potential sponsors, then, it would
seem likely that DVB would target fertilizer companies. Yet, how would that work in practice? Would
every episode end with recommendations for using
the sponsor’s fertilizer or other types of products? DVB
had to consider the likely brand impact on the show
of such an approach. It thought about the long-term
effects of fertilization, of the possibility of water contamination, or the potential for people and animals to
experience adverse health effects. At a content level,
a fertilizer company underwriting the program was
an excellent match. But at the audience level, the
match could compromise the editorial integrity of the
program.
Instead, the direct sales team sought other types of
sponsors, selling them on the program’s larger social
mission and the value of its target audience. “Educating farmers how to do things better, so they can better
support their families” became the show’s overarching
theme. Companies were compelled by this mission and
put sponsorship dollars behind it, without demands

Somaliland Example
Establishing an editorially-sound process for proposing, delivering and managing sponsorship proposals is essential. In
Somaliland, one broadcaster thought carefully about these
elements when considering a weekly show about finding
good deals at local retailers.
The original concept featured young, clever program hosts
on a night out around the city, chatting, joking, and looking
for bargains. Yet, the obvious sponsors also came with some
liabilities.
Certainly, some local shops would be eager to pay to
sponsor an episode featuring their businesses. The editorial
risk would be a perception that the program’s content was
biased and potentially inaccurate, particularly if, in fact,
that business did not offer the best value. That would undermine the show’s mission, legitimacy with the audience,
and its editorial integrity.
Instead, the sales team identified other potential sponsors:
a taxi app company and restaurants. For young adults on
a night out, transportation and food would be a part of the
entertainment.

to influence the program’s content. The program’s
mission also guided the sales team to consider other
potential sponsors: microfinance companies, sports
drinks, and solar lighting.
Once sponsors were identified, it was essential to integrate the sponsors creatively into the program— giving
them attractive visibility, without handing over a pen
to write the scripts.

Financing
Although there are various approaches to program
sponsorship, the one that works best for both the
producer and the sponsor is to pitch a complete season
of episodes for sponsorship. For example, that could
include one episode per week for six months, for a
total of 24 episodes. For the producers, this locks in
recurring revenue. For sponsors, it allows the production and sales teams to fully develop the value for
sponsors through creative product placements, greater
brand visibility, and high-quality in-program elements.
Sponsoring a total season allows the tv station to
cross-promote the sponsor with the program before
and after the season ends and allows its sponsorship to
be viewed continuously on YouTube and other digital
platforms long after the original season ends.

Over-The-Top and IPTV Broadcasters In Africa
As internet infrastructure and mobile penetration
increases across Africa, Over-The-Top (OTT) or Internet-Protocol TV (IPTV) business models are becoming
viable xii. IPTV services deliver broadcast content
using internet connections rather than satellite or
cable delivery. It allows consumers to subscribe to
content services like Netflix; stream live content; or
view programming in a time-shifted, on demand basis.
Between 2010 and 2017 in Sub-Saharan, OTT streaming

households saw a 21.8% combined average growth rate
(CAGR, while TV households, achieved only a 3.6%
CARG xiii. In some markets with restrictive broadcast
licensing policies, OTT will be a viable alternative for
those aiming to launch television businesses. In other
markets, OTT and IPTV will be new growth business
for existing broadcasters. In both cases, video content
and program production capabilities will be invaluable
competencies to have in a media house.
As these systems evolve, monetization will be programmatically driven. However, at the onset, new OTT
broadcasters in Africa will likely be sustained by direct
advertising deals to generate revenue. This means that
developing a sound approach to generating ad revenue
through program sponsorship, as noted in the DVB case
study, will be paramount.
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33%
Revenue
-5% Growth

33%
Revenue
15% Growth

33%
Revenue
5% Growth

4. Rebuilding the Core, Inventing a
New Model: Deseret News
Many African newspaper publishers, similar to their
colleagues in other parts of the globe, face a daunting
paradox. Profits are declining, topline revenues are
challenged, and audiences are shifting to new platforms at the same time publishers need to invest in
digital operations. Profit goals may have been replaced with a goal of mere business survival. While
adding a news website may seem like a natural progression as audiences move online, is it enough? Will
the digital pennies replace print dollars? Most organisations have found the answer to be no. A strategic
move to new platforms requires reinvention of the
newspaper’s resources, activities, value creation, cost
structure and revenue sources.

Dual Transformation
In 2010, the Deseret News (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
was transforming into a highly successful print and
digital business. Its transition was actually a “dual
transformation” xiv . What does that mean? According
to Harvard Business School Professor, Clark Gilbert,
there are two transformations involved to better ensure successfully reinventing a business model.
Transformation A repositions the core business and
adapts the current business model to the disrupted
market situation.
Transformation B creates a separate disruptive organization to create new innovative approaches that become the primary revenue generators for the future xv
To make both transformations work requires a third
element. It includes building a structure and process
that links the two organisations and facilitates the
sharing of strengths— both resources and capacities.
This is what Gilbert calls the “capabilities exchange.”
The capabilities exchange not only helps ensure the
two separate organisations can live together xvi, it also
helps give the legacy organisation an edge on its
traditional rivals— and the new disruptive business an
advantage over other startups that are less robust. xvii

Digital Revenues
New Non-Newspaper Business Revenues
Traditional Print Business Revenues
Source:solutions.deseretdigital.com/innovationwire/
clark_gilbert_ddm_transformed.

Conclusions and Moving Forward
Investigative and longer-form journalism is being
revived. In fact, it may be the best content format
for the increasing number of membership and paywall
business models. The caveat is trust. As a media owner
or manager, building trust is a management responsibility and should be supported by strict standard operating procedures (SOPs) and editorial policies. Trust
is central to all activities the media house engages
in, especially those seeking to create a membership
business model.
The radio business- even traditional broadcast radio
-continues to have relevance in Africa and other parts
of the world. However, to be sustainable as audiences
become more fragmented, diversified revenue models
are necessary. Some of those include streaming online
to broader audiences to attract national advertisers;
video recording special live daily programs for online
distribution and monetisation; producing podcasts for
business-to-consumer (B2C subscription fees or business-to-business (B2B licensing dues; and expanding
into event hosting.
In both traditional television and online broadcasts via
IPTV or OTT, there is significant potential for generating ad dollars through program sponsorships. Doing
so with editorial integrity is not the most straightforward, short-term route. But it can be a big win for
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broadcasters and sponsors alike. The best way involves
engaging direct sales, program producers, and management to jointly develop content and sponsorship
approaches. This ensures the right sponsors are targeted with a mission-based pitch; attractive and natural
in-program visibility is created for sponsors; and sound
editorial policies are upheld. Developing cross-functional working processes to facilitate this type of
collaboration is key.
Transforming into a digital-first organisation, or another type of disruptive media business, takes more
than a new business unit or department. It takes a
separate organisation to develop the new business. In
addition, it takes attention to rebuilding the legacy
media business into a more viable model. This dual
transformation is a better approach to sustainability.
However, to get it right, it involves difficult decisions,
strong management, and new processes to facilities
mutually-beneficial capability exchanges between the
two organisations. In the end, if successful, the two organisations will reinvent their media houses’ business
model, and position it for future growth xviii.
“Getting the right people on the bus
and in the right seats before driving is critical.”
Jim Collins

xix

In the quote above, the “bus” is a media house and
the “drivers” are the management team. Having
strong management in place is a precursor to ad-

dressing a media organisation’s economic challenges.
Developing internal strategies and reinventing its
business model are no easy tasks. When considering
business transformation, owners must first hire management and experts and those with strong technical
expertise. Hiring both senior leaders to determine
‘what to do’, and middle managers to help determine
‘how to do it’ are key.

“

Strategy can account
for no more than
49 percent of a
company’s success. xx
The majority of the
success is always
attributed to
execution.
Clark Gilbert

”

Operational excellence is an essential strategic asset.
For media, operating within the 24/7 news environment, daily operational requirements create challenges for executing at a consistently high level. These
typically include reporting, editing, production, distribution, sales, marketing, and an increasing number
of technology-focused functions. For each operation
to be effective, having the proper people, processes,
and policies in place to manage each function on a
daily basis is important. Additionally, proper systems
to measure and address operational performance are
key xxi.
Improvements in execution can generate immediate
and short-term gains. In many cases, there may be
quick ways a media house can operate more creatively, allowing them time to pursue more robust approaches for sustainability and profit.
Christopher J. Hajecki is a Consulting Partner at Newsgain
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NUBIA

TEAM NUBIA

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATIONS

Nubia Media and Communications Plc, is Ethiopian based Pan-African company
specialising on media, communications and technology consultancy; production,
research, events and PR services among others. Nubia strives to bring African
communities, cultures, and youth together to the international stage and be part of
the ever-blending globalised world of politics and entertainment. Nubia’s staff and
team are comprised of different academic and professional backgrounds including
journalism, media, information technology, social activism, and research. These
unique and well-thought blends of professionals that have experience working in
both local and international settings have equipped the company to carry out
projects that require rigorous planning, meticulous execution, and networking.
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